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Welcome to the 2015 RZIM Understanding and Answering Islam conference

What are the foundational differences between Christianity and Islam?  Which is the real Word Of 
God? The Bible or the Qur’an?  Do you know what it costs a Muslim to consider Christ?

Islam is no longer distant. In the United States today, as in all Western countries, there are growing 
Muslim communities.  Increasingly many of us have Muslim neighbors and coworkers. Moreover, 
radical Islam is on the move around the globe in ways we were woken up to on 9/11, and are 
constantly reminded of in global news stories. These developments provide the church with many 
evangelistic, apologetic, social and political challenges. We are so glad that you are joining with 
RZIM in recognizing and seeking to respond to these challenges biblically and thoughtfully.

RZIM regularly gathers some of the world’s leading Christian scholars researching Islam, as well as 
some of the greatest contemporary apologists to Muslims. Our speakers represent a wide range 
of backgrounds – including former Muslims – and bring a wealth of academic and international 
ministry experience. Their teaching sessions are designed to take us on a journey covering many 
of the key issues in the Christian encounter with Islam. As always with RZIM, these conferences will 
marry apologetic rigor with gospel passion.

Our hope and prayer is that your involvement in these conferences will stretch your mind to 
understand the nature of the challenge of Islam. We long, too, for the Lord to enlarge your gospel 
heart for your Muslim neighbors and workmates as we provide you with practical tools for lovingly 
speaking, and defending, the Gospel of Christ.

These events are designed for families, students, churches, small groups, and anyone interested in 
the questions raised by the interaction between Islam and Christianity. Please join us in praying for a 
wonderful time of spiritual renewal and greater understanding of our Muslim friends.

Speakers
Dr. Stuart McAllister,  Dr. Andy Bannister, Dr. Abdu Murray, Rev. Dr. Richard Shumack,  
Rev. Dr. Mark Durie, Dr. Nabeel Qureshi, Dr. Sasan Tavassoli  

Friday Evening
7:00pm  – Introduction to the 2015 Understanding and Answering Islam – Carson Weitnauer 
7:10pm – Welcoming Remarks and Bible Study – Dr. Stuart McAllister
7:40pm – The Shape of Islam in the U.S. – Speaker to be announced at the conference
8:10pm – The Qur’an in the Hearts of Muslims – Dr. Nabeel Qureshi
9:00pm – End of Session

Saturday
9:00am – Introductory Remarks – Carson Weitnauer 
9:05am – Origins? The Qur’an and the Bible – Dr. Andy Bannister
9:55am – Break and Transition
10:15am – Reliable texts? The Qur’an vs. the Bible – Dr. Daniel A. Brubaker
11:00am – Break and Transition
11:05am – Revelation? The Qur’an vs. the Bible – Dr. Mark Durie
12:00pm – Lunch Break
1:15pm – Worldview in the Qur’an and the Bible – Dr. Abdu Murray
2:05pm – Break and Transition
2:15pm – God in the Qur’an and the Bible – Dr. Sasan Tavassoli
3:00pm – Break and Transition
3:15pm – Q and A Session with Andy, Mark, Abdu, Sasan - Moderated by Richard Shumack.
4:10pm – Break and Transition
4:15pm – Closing Challenge – Dr. Stuart McAllister
4:30pm – End of Conference
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SPEAKERS

Dr. Andy Bannister gained his PhD in Islamic studies from the London School 
of Theology. His research examined the structure of the Qur’an leading to 
discoveries in the way the Qur’an appears clearly dependent on prior oral 
traditions. Andy is now the Canadian Director and Lead Apologist for RZIM 
Canada. He speaks and teaches regularly throughout Canada, the USA, Europe 
and the wider world. From churches to universities, business forums to TV and 
radio, Andy regularly addresses audience of both Christians and those of all 
faiths and none on issues relating to faith, culture, politics and society. He has 

spoken and taught at universities across Canada, the USA, the UK and further afield on both Islam 
and philosophy and is a Visiting Lecturer for the London School of Theology.

Dr. Daniel Brubaker holds a PhD from Rice University and is a current recipient 
of Rice’s postdoctoral Rockwell Scholarship. His major research has been the 
cataloguing and description of scribal alterations in the earliest manuscripts 
of the Qur’an. Daniel is married with three children and is continuing his 
manuscript research while also preparing his dissertation for publication.”

Revd Dr. Mark Durie is an academic, pastor and human rights activist, writing 
and speaking extensively in Australia and internationally on freedom of religion, 
freedom of speech, and the persecution of religious minorities, particularly 
Christians living under the Islamic sharia. A graduate of the Australian National 
University and the Australian College of Theology, he has held visiting 
appointments at the University of Leiden, MIT, UCLA, and Stanford. He was 
elected a Fellow of the Australian Academy of the Humanities in 1991. Mark was 
Facilitator of the Understanding Muslims issue group at the 2004 Lausanne 

Forum on World Evangelization, and an Associate of the Middle Eastern Forum. His publications on 
Islam include Revelation: Do we worship the same God? and The Third Choice: Islam, Dhimmitude 
and Freedom and Liberty to the Captives.

Dr.  Stuart  McAllister  serves as Regional Director, Americas at RZIM’s 
international headquarters in Atlanta. Born in Scotland, Stuart saw his life 
changed by Christ at the age of twenty. His desire to serve the Lord led him to 
join Operation Mobilization in 1978. Stuart has since served as general secretary 
of the European Evangelical Alliance, and has been involved with the European 
Lausanne Committee. He joined RZIM in 1998 as the International Director. 
Stuart travels all over the globe and speaks in churches and other forums with 
the same passion for the Gospel that he found when he first became a believer.
   
Dr. Abdu Murray is an adjunct speaker with Ravi Zacharias International 
Ministries. He is also the President and co-founder of Embrace the Truth.
For most of his life, Abdu was a proud Muslim who studied the Qur’an and 
Islam. After a nine year investigation into the historical, philosophical, and 
scientific underpinnings of the major world religions, Abdu discovered that 
the historic Christian faith alone can answer the questions of the mind and the 
longings of the heart. Abdu lives in the Detroit, Michigan area with his wife and 
their three children.



Dr. Nabeel Qureshi is an itinerant apologist with RZIM. A former devout Muslim, 
Nabeel was convinced of the truth of the Gospel through historical reasoning 
and a spiritual search for God. He lectures at universities and seminaries 
throughout North America and has participated in numerous moderated 
debates around North America, Europe, and Asia. Nabeel holds an MA in 
Religion from Duke University, an MA in Apologetics from Biola, and an MD 
from Eastern Virginia Medical School. Nsbeel is the author of the bestselling 
book Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus.

Rev. Dr. Richard Shumack gained his PhD from the University of Melbourne, 
Australia, where he examined contemporary Muslim philosophy and discovered 
Muslim thinking to be especially weak in their bold claims to certainty. Richard 
is now based at Centre for Public Christianity, in Sydney, Australia, out of which 
he teaches regularly on ministry in Muslim contexts in Australian seminaries, 
universities, churches and mission organizations. His publications include a 
training book Witnessing to Western Muslims, and an upcoming philosophical 
apologetic entitled The Wisdom of Islam and the Foolishness of Christianity.

Dr. Sasan Tavassoli is a former Shi’ite Muslim from Iran. In 1985, Sasan came to 
faith in Christ as the result of the ministry of a group of American missionaries 
while he was living in Portugal. He is an ordained minister and has been 
involved in ministry within the Iranian communities in the Diaspora as a teacher 
and later as a pastor for the past two decades. Dr. Tavassoli graduated from 
Reformed Theological Seminary (MA), Columbia Theological Seminary (ThM) 
and earned his PhD in Islamic Studies from the University of Birmingham, UK. 
Sasan and his family live in the USA.
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OPENING BIBLE STUDY
Dr. Stuart McAllister

We Proclaim Him.
• The challenge of our changing context. 

• The fear factor and dealing with our anxieties. 

• The need for proper confidence, Lesslie Newbigin.

1). Christ, the source and substance of a living hope. Colossians 1:9-12.
 
 
2). Christ, the true Sovereign over all. Colossians 1:15-20.
 
 
3). Christ, the Savior, our message and our focus. Colossians 1: 28-29.
 
 
L. Iacocca : “The main thing in life is to keep the main thing the main thing”.
 
Jun Vencer : “Focus = Follow One Course Until Success”.
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THE SHAPE OF ISLAM IN THE U.S.
Speaker:__________________

A. Overview
 1. Census findings.

- Muslim population statistics.
- Ethnographic breakdowns

 2. Statistical portrait
  - Attitude survey materials based on multiple polls. 

 3. Cultural Shifts.
  - A changing cultural landscape across the U.S..
  - Human rights.
  - Self-questioning and Multiculturalism.

 4. Women and Young people
  - Millennial generation.
  - Impact of University time.
  - Family breakup.

B. What are the key areas for prayerful engagement for the American church in relation to the 
presence of Islam in the US?
 1. The struggle for control over the narrative of Islam in the public square and academia.
  - The universities of Chicago, Georgetown and Harvard
  - The work of CAIR
  - Press polarization 

 2. The long-term impact of Halal food and shari’a finance.
  - Growth of shari’a compliant products.
  - The Halal-Kosher paradigm
  - Why does it matter?

 3. The impact of lobby-groups.
  - Relative disconnection.
  - The work of MPAC
  - The Work of AMC

 4. Radicalization
  - A growing problem
  - Prison incubation
  - Cause attachment

C. Concluding Remarks
 1. How can the church respond?
  - Engaging with the political and public world.
  - What are we seeking?
  - Research chair funding
  - Prison work outreach
  - Promotion of  a ‘New cause’.
  - Women’s ministry.

 2. “…In this world you will have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world.” (John16.33)
  - Situation of Christianity in Britain and the U.S. over the last 300 years and anathema.
  - The ‘Christendom’ Question.
  - Do we have a theology of suffering?
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THE QUR’AN IN THE HEARTS OF MUSLIMS 
Dr. Nabeel Qureshi 

I. The Muslim View of the Qur’anic Preservation
a. What the Qur’an says about itself
b. Muslim leaders and the Qur’an
c. The Qur’an as the foundation of Muslim faith

II. Arguments for the Qur’an’s Inspiration
a. Literary excellence
b. Science
c. Prophecy
d. Mathematical patterns
e. Perfect preservation

III. The History of the Qur’an
a. Societal context
b. Early history
c. Ahruf
d. Abrogation
e. Early disputes
f. Qira’at
g. Today’s Qur’an
h. Assessment of the history of the Qur’an

IV. Engaging your Muslim Neighbor on the Qur’an
a. Implications for the average Muslim’s faith
b. Paralleling the Qur’an to the Bible

i. The Manuscript tradition
ii. The Centrality of the Scripture to the Faiths

c. Using the Qur’an in evangelism
d. Exegesis of the Qur’an vs. the Bible
 

V. Conclusion
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ORIGINS: THE BIBLE AND THE QUR’AN
Dr. Andy Bannister

1. Introduction: The Challenge

•	 Popular (and Muslim) attacks on the Bible (historicity; canon; etc.)

•	 Disarray in the field of qur’anic studies

Qur’anic studies, as a field of academic research, appears today to be in a state of disarray. 
Those of us who study Islam’s origins have to admit collectively that we simply do not know 
some very basic things about the Qur’ān – things so basic that the knowledge of them is 
usually taken for granted by scholars dealing with other texts. They include such questions 
as: How did the Qur’an originate? Where did it come from, and when did it first appear? How 
was it first written? In what kind of language was - is - it written? What form did it first take? 
Who constituted its first audience’? How was it transmitted from one generation to another, 
especially in its early years? When, how, and by whom was it codified? Those familiar with the 
Qur’an and the scholarship on it will know that to ask even one of these questions immediately 
plunges us into realms of grave uncertainty and has the potential to spark intense debate.”1

•	 A postmodern morass—or is there a way through the maze?

o The problem with hyper-skeptical views of history.

o Comparing the Bible and the Qur’an: Which stands up better?

o Three key questions: (i) canon; (ii) content; (iii) context; 

2. The Question of Canon: What’s in, what’s out?

•	 The Gospels: Why these particular four gospels?

o The four New Testament Gospels and the apostolic preaching

o Criteria for canonicity

o Key idea: the acceptance of the four New Testament Gospels was an organic process

•	 The Qur’an: Why these particular 114 suras [= chapters]?

o The story of the Qur’an’s early collection and canonisation

First Collection:

Narrated Zaid bin Thabit [Muhammad’s secretary]: Abu Bakr sent for me when the people 
of Yamama had been killed. (I went to him) and found ‘Umar bin Al-Khattab sitting with him. 
Abu Bakr then said: “Umar has come to me and said: “Casualties were heavy among the 
Qurra’ [those who knew the Qur’an by heart]. I am afraid that more heavy casualties may 
take place among the Qurra’ on other battlefields, whereby a large part of the Qur’an may 
be lost. Therefore I suggest, you, (Abu Bakr) order that the Qur’an be collected.”
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Then Abu Bakr said (to me). ‘You are a wise young man and we do not have any suspicion 
about you, and you used to write the Divine Inspiration for Allah’s Apostle. So you should 
search for (the fragmentary scripts of) the Qur’ān and collect it in one book.” By Allah If they 
had ordered me to shift one of the mountains, it would not have been heavier for me than 
this ordering me to collect the Qur’ān. 

I said to Abu Bakr, “How will you do something which Allah’s Apostle did not do?” Abu Bakr 
replied, “By Allah, it is a good project.” Abu Bakr kept on urging me to accept his idea. So I 
started looking for the Qur’ān and collecting it from (what was written on) palmed stalks, 
thin white stones and also from the men who knew it by heart, till I found the last Verse of 
Surat At-Tauba [Sura 9] with Abi Khuzaima Al-Ansari, and I did not find it with anybody 
other than him.2

Second Collection:

Narrated Anas bin Malik: Hudhaifa was afraid of their differences in the recitation of the 
Qur’ān, so he said to ‘Uthman, “O chief of the Believers! Save this nation before they differ 
about the Book [the Qur’ān] as Jews and the Christians did before.” So ‘Uthman sent a 
message to Hafsa saying, “Send us the manuscripts of the Qur’an so that we may compile 
the Qur’anic materials in perfect copies and return the manuscripts to you.” Hafsa sent it to 
‘Uthman. ‘Uthman then ordered Zaid bin Thabit, ‘Abdullah bin Az-Zubair, Said bin Al-As and 
‘Abdur-Rahman bin Harith bin Hisham to rewrite the manuscripts in perfect copies. ‘Uthman 
said to the three Quraishi men, “In case you disagree with Zaid bin Thabit on any point in the 
Qur’an, then write it in the dialect of Quraish, the Qur’an was revealed in their tongue.” They 
did so, and when they had written many copies, ‘Uthman returned the original manuscripts 
to Hafsa. ‘Uthman sent to every Muslim province one copy of what they had copied, and 
ordered that all the other Qur’anic materials, whether written in fragmentary manuscripts 
or whole copies, be burnt.3

Conclusion of Ibn ‘Umar, the son of the second Caliph

“Let none of you say “I have learned the whole of the Qur’an”, for how does he know what 
the whole of it is, when much of it has disappeared? Let him rather say, “I have learned what 
is now extant of it.” 4

o Key idea: the acceptance of the 114 suras was a political process

3. The Question of Content: Do the Gospels and the Qur’an meet their own claims?

•	 What do the Gospels claim to be?

o Greco-Roman biographies

Many have undertaken to draw up an account of the things that have been fulfilled among 
us, just as they were handed down to us by those who from the first were eyewitnesses and 
servants of the word. With this in mind, since I myself have carefully investigated everything 
from the beginning, I too decided to write an orderly account ... (Luke 1:1-3)

[Bios, ancient biography] was firmly rooted in historical fact rather than literary fiction. Thus 
while the Evangelists clearly had an important theological agenda, the very fact that they 
chose to adapt Greco-Roman biographical conventions to tell the story of Jesus indicated 
that they were centrally concerned to communicate what they really thought happened.5
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o Putting this to the test: do the gospels contain eyewitness testimony?

A skeptic writes … But who was telling the stories about Jesus? In almost every instance, 
it was someone who had not known Jesus or known anyone else who had known Jesus … 
What do you suppose happened to the stories over the years, as they were told and retold, 
not as disinterested news stories reported by eyewitnesses, but as propaganda meant to 
convert people to faith, told by people who had themselves heard them fifth- or sixth- or 
nineteenth-hand? Did you or your kids ever play the telephone game at birthday parties? … 
Imagine playing telephone not among a group of kids of the same socioeconomic class from 
the same neighbourhood and of the same age speaking the same language, but imagine 
playing it for forty or more years, in different countries, in different contexts, in different 
languages. What happens to the stories? They change.6

o The test of personal names

o The test of geography 

•	 What does the Qur’an claim to be?

o Claim: copy of the eternal tablets in heaven, brought down directly to Muhammad via the 
angel Gabriel.

o Key idea: no human involvement

o Problem: the claim does not stand up. The Qur’an has all the signs of being composed orally, 
live in performance.

§	 Biblicist (Christian, Jewish) stories in the Qur’an: but how did they get there?

§	 Features of the Qur’an that suggest an oral performance context

 [T]he literary and technological conditions in which the Qur’anic text emerged shaped 
the way in which it was composed. Residues of oral literature, such as public speech and 
persuasion, and formulaic language, are evident throughout the Qur’an.7

§	 Oral formulaic composition of the Qur’an

Why can we be confident that the Qur’an was composed, at least in part, in oral mode, 
in performance? There are multiple lines of evidence: … but most strongly and most 
convincingly, there is the deeply formulaic nature of the Qur’an, with some suras 
exhibiting a formulaic density well in excess of 70% as well as the extensive use of 
formulaic systems.8

4. The Question of Context: Where do the Gospels and the Qur’an come from?

•	 The Gospels claim to be set in first-century Israel and make many claims about that setting that 
we can test (dates, politics, geography)

o Cross-referencing these claims with other historical sources

o Cross-referencing these claims with archaeology

o Result: the gospels fit the setting in which they are supposed to have originated
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•	 The Qur’an hints (and later Islamic tradition) claims that it originated in Mecca

o The majority of the Qur’an’s internal geographical references are in Northern Arabia

o Descriptions of the Holy City in the Qur’an and early Islamic literature don’t fit Mecca

o Qiblas (directions of prayer) in early mosques don’t point to Mecca

o The real location where Islam began and the reasons the story was changed

o Conclusion: the Qur’an did not originate where Muslims have claimed. This throws a lot of 
question on the reliability of the early Islamic historical sources.

5.  Conclusions

•	 Canon: Qur’an was controlled politically; the Bible wasn’t

•	 Content: Qur’an doesn’t meet it’s own claims; the Bible does

•	 Context: Qur’an does not originate from where early Islam claims; the Bible very clearly does fit 
the milieu claimed for it

•	 We may not know everything about the origins of the Gospels: but we can know enough.

6.  For Further Reading

Bannister, Andrew G., An Oral-Formulaic Study of the Qur’an. New York: Lexington Books, 2014.

Dayeh, Islam, ‘Al-Ḥawāmīm: Intertextuality and Coherence in Meccan Surahs’ in Angelika Neuwirth, 
Nicolai Sinai & Michael Marx, eds., The Qur’ān in Context: Historical and Literary Investigations 
into the Qur’ānic Milieu, Leiden: Brill, 2010, 461-498.

Donner, Fred M., ‘The Qur’ān in Recent Scholarship: Challenges and Desiderata’ in Gabriel Said 
Reynolds, ed., The Qur’ān in Its Historical Context, London: Routledge, 2008, 29-50.

Ehrman, Bart, Jesus, Interrupted: Revealing the Hidden Contradictions in the Bible (And Why We 
Don’t Know About Them). New York: HarperOne, 2010 [2009].

Licona, Michael R., The Resurrection of Jesus: A New Historiographical Approach. Downers Grove, IL: 
IVP Academic, 2010.

Small, Keith E., Holy Books Have a History: Textual Histories of the New Testament and the Qur’an. 
USA: Avant, 2011.

(Endnotes)

1 Fred M. Donner, ‘The Qur’ān in Recent Scholarship: Challenges and Desiderata’ in Gabriel Said Reynolds, ed., The Qur’ān 
in Its Historical Context (London: Routledge, 2008) 29-50, citing 29.

2 Sahih Bukhari 6.61.509.
3 Sahih Bukhari 6.61.510.
4 Reported in Jalal al Din ‘Abdul Rahman b. Abi Bakr al Suyuti, al-Itqan fi ‘ulum al-Qur›an, Halabi, Cairo, 1935/1354, Volume 

2, p. 25. See also Keith E. Small, Holy Books Have a History: Textual Histories of the New Testament and the Qur’an (USA: 
Avant, 2011) 96.

5 Cited in Michael R. Licona, The Resurrection of Jesus: A New Historiographical Approach (Downers Grove, IL: IVP 
Academic, 2010) 204.

6 Bart Ehrman, Jesus, Interrupted: Revealing the Hidden Contradictions in the Bible (And Why We Don’t Know About 
Them) (New York: HarperOne, 2010 [2009]) 146-147.

7 Islam Dayeh, ‘Al-Ḥawāmīm: Intertextuality and Coherence in Meccan Surahs’ in Angelika Neuwirth et al., eds., The 
Qur’ān in Context: Historical and Literary Investigations into the Qur’ānic Milieu (Leiden: Brill, 2010) 461-498, citing , 
469-470 emphasis mine.

8 Andrew G. Bannister, An Oral-Formulaic Study of the Qur’an (New York: Lexington Books, 2014) 281.
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RELIABLE TEXTS? THE QUR’AN VS. THE BIBLE
Dr. Daniel A. Brubaker

I. Introduction: Popular understandings of the two texts
A.  Popular Christian understandings vs. Da Vinci Code, and the like
B.  Popular Muslim understandings vs. ...very little, really
C.  Revelation >>> Scripture - Christian views vs. Muslim views

This talk does not delve into the tremendously important question of the actual origin of the biblical 
and Qur’anic texts; I simply will ask if we can be reasonably confident that the texts we now have are 
as they were first spoken or written.

II. Is the biblical text reliable?
A. What do we mean by “true?” - ruling out flimsy definitions
B. Ring of truth - internal clues
C. Test of truth - do archaeology & sources support historical details?
D. What have two centuries of critical studies, textual criticism shown?
E. Can we be reasonably certain of original Greek/Hebrew biblical text?

III. Is the Qur’anic text reliable?
A. What do we mean by “true?” - Qur’an speaks in a different voice
B. Ring of truth? - harder to say with fewer historical reference points

     1. Qur’an contains many factual disagreements with biblical text
      2. Qur’an directly counters biblical theology (see Mark & Sasan)
      3. Qur’an bears signs suggesting human involvement

C. Textual criticism - what does it reveal?
      1. Andy Bannister (strong signs of oral composition)
      2. Devin Stewart (rhyme patterns)
      3. Myself (scribal corrections suggesting standardization over time)

D. Problems with Islamic secondary material
      1. Written late, but is traditional source of information about Qur’an 
      2. Internal disagreements and inconsistencies
      3. Holes and problems with traditional narrative (P. Crone, etc.)

E.  Can we be reasonably certain of original Arabic text?

IV. Summary: After centuries of serious scrutiny, we still have very good reasons to trust the text of 
the Bible. However the Qur’an as yet has been largely unexamined by critical methodologies and 
there are more red flags that need serious scrutiny than most Muslims realize or care to admit.
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REVELATION? THE QUR’AN VS THE BIBLE
Dr. Mark Durie

I THE HUMAN PROBLEM:  SIN OR IGNORANCE?

The Qur’an:

 PROBLEM SOLUTION RESULT
 Ignorance  >>  Guidance  >>  Success

The Bible:

 PROBLEM SOLUTION     RESULT
 Sin   >>   Forgiveness  >>  Salvation 

In the Bible, sin is a breach in relationship, and revelation is all about the restoration of relationship. 
Revelation in the Bible is about God revealing himself – his character and his ways – to humanity:

“Listen to my words: “When there is a prophet among you, I, the Lord, reveal myself to them 
in visions, I speak to them in dreams.”  Numbers 12:6

The mystery revealed in the gospel is the reconciliation of humanity to God through God’s self-
revelation:

“No one knows the Son except the Father, and no one knows the Father except the Son and 
those to whom the Son chooses to reveal him.” Matthew 11:27

“This grace was given us in Christ Jesus before the beginning of time,  but it has now been 
revealed through the appearing of our Savior, Christ Jesus, who has destroyed death and has 
brought life and immortality to light through the gospel.” 1 Timothy 1:9-10

In theological worldview of Qur’an, revelation is understood to be a provision of guidance. It is a 
message from God, ‘sent down’: not a word between relational persons; not God revealing himself, 
but God relaying his instructions for humanity’s obedience.

“The revelation of this Book is from God, the Exalted in Power, full of Wisdom.” Sura 39:1
“Ramadhan is the (month) in which was sent down the Qur’an, as a guide to mankind, also 
clear (Signs) for guidance and judgment (between right and wrong).”  Sura 2: 185

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

II UNIQUELY AND PERFECTLY PRESERVED?

Muslims believe that the Qur’an is so unique that it is dissociated from normal human processes 
of textual production and transmission.  Muslims consider it to be the letter-perfect word of God, 
eternally unchanging, and, some say, it is kept in heaven:

“… this is a Glorious Qur’an, (Inscribed) in a Tablet Preserved!” Sura 85:21-22

Many Muslim scholars take this verse to mean that God guards the text for all time:  

The phrase in a ‘tablet preserved’ means “among the most high gathering (i.e. of angels) 
guarded from any increase, decrease, distortion or change.”  Ibn Kathir’s Tafsir (commentary).
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Here are some of the reasons Muslims say they believe the Qur’an is the perfect word of God.  
These common beliefs about the Qur’an are not derived by objective criteria based on evidence, 
but are driven theologically by what the Qur’an says about itself.  

This is epistemic circularity:  the conclusion that the Qur’an is a revelation from God is argued for 
based on the assumption that the Qur’an is indeed a revelation from God.  This circularity is not 
considered to be a problem or a weakness by many Muslims:

A. The Qur’an is uniquely and perfectly preserved:
“We have, without doubt, sent down the Message; and We will assuredly guard it (from 
corruption).” Sura 15:9 
“The purity of the text of the Qur’ān through thirteen centuries and a half is a foretaste 
of the eternal care with which Allah’s Truth is guarded through all ages.” The Holy 
Qur’an translated by Ali Yusuf, p.706.

B. The Qur’an contains many signs, such as scientific miracles in the form of knowledge 
which was not available to people at the time it was written. This derives from a  
theological dogma that signs must exist which point to the truth of the Qur’an:
 “Soon will We show them our Signs in the (furthest) regions (of the earth), and in their 
own souls, until it becomes manifest to them that this is the Truth.” Sura 41:53

C. No one can produce its like:
“And if ye are in doubt as to what We have revealed from time to time to Our servant, 
then produce a Sura like thereunto; and call your witnesses or helpers (If there are any) 
besides God, if your (doubts) are true.” Sura 2:23

D. The Qur’an contains no contradictions:
“Do they not consider the Qur’an (with care)? Had it been from other Than God, they 
would surely have found therein Much discrepancy.” Sura 4:82

E. The authorship is a miracle: there is no way Muhammad, who was ‘unlettered’, could 
have written it:
“This Qur’an is not such as can be produced by other than God;” Sura 10:37
“Those who follow the apostle, the unlettered Prophet … it is they who will prosper.” 
Sura 7:157

F. The Qur’an agrees with, confirms and is confirmed by all previous scriptures:
“O ye People of the Book! believe in what We have (now) revealed, confirming what 
was (already) with you, before” Sura 4:47
“This Qur’an … it is a confirmation of (revelations) that went before it, and a fuller 
explanation of the Book - wherein there is no doubt - from the Lord of the worlds.” 
Sura 10:37
“Those who follow the apostle…, whom they find mentioned in their own (scriptures) –  
in the law and the Gospel…” Sura 7:157

G. The Qur’an is clear and compelling – it validates itself to hearers:
“We have sent down to thee the Book explaining all things, a Guide, a Mercy, and Glad 
Tidings to Muslims.” Sura 16:89

When debating these issues with Muslims, the reality of epistemic circularity needs to be grasped: 
the epistemology is not open to contrary evidence.  

III. THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT THE QUR’AN
A. The lack of clear narrative sequence.  This makes the text very difficult to follow and 

interpret.  The Qur’an is not a clear text.
“The reader of the Koran … is certain to be puzzled and dismayed by the apparently 
random nature of many of the Suras. This famous inconsequence has often been 
attributed to clumsy patchwork on the part of the first editors. I believe it to be rather 
of the very nature of the Book itself.” – Arthur Arberry, The Koran Interpreted, p.xi. 
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B. Although interpretation ought to be based on the context of revelation (asbāb al-
nuzūl), there is often no clear context of revelation, and evidence for the context is often 
contradictory:

“The problem with relying on [contexts of revelation] is that they seldom agree and 
often contradict one another.” Reuven Firestone, Jihad: the origin of holy war in Islam, 
p.49.

C. Many specific details of the text of the Qur’an are often obscure, with unclear grammar, 
grammatical errors, and obscure words:

“ Even words that would have been of great and immediate importance in the days of 
Muhammad himself are argued over and guessed at [by commentators], sometimes 
at great length, and with no satisfactory result. … Confusion and uncertainty seems to 
be the rule, and at the centre of it all, is a written text in which textual anomalies could 
not be solved…” L. Conrad “Qur’ānic studies: a historian’s perspective”, in Results of 
Contemporary Research on the Qur’ān, p.13.

D. There are historical anomalies, e.g. David making a coat of iron mail (Sura 34:11); the 
‘Samaritan’ in the story of the golden calf (Sura 20: 85-88, 95); and Hāmān described as a 
senior official in Pharaoh’s court (Sura 28:6; 8:38; 29:39; 40:24,36); Moses speaking to Israel 
refers to the prophets and kings God has appointed among them (Sura 5:20-21).

E. There is a paradoxical combination of many references to Biblical narrative materials and 
ignorance about the contents of the Bible, e.g. the ‘family of Imran’ (Sura 3:30-33, 19:27-28) 
in which Maryam the mother of Jesus is described as the sister of Aaron and the daughter 
of ‘Imrān, the father of Moses and Aaron, conflating the Miriam of the Exodus with Miriam 
(Mary) the mother of Jesus.  Thus Jesus becomes Moses’ nephew, and the events of the 
Exodus and the gospels all take place within two generations.  Another example: Jesus (Isa) 
is referred to as al-Masih ‘the Messiah’, but the Qu’ran has no awareness of what the title 
‘Messiah’ might mean.

F. There are inconsistencies between the received story of the origins of the Qur’an and 
historical and archeological evidence of the period (cf e.g. Patricia Crone’s Meccan Trade 
and the rise of Islam).  The text seems strangely disconnected from geography (unlike the 
gospels).

G. The Qur’an, while incorporating many references to the text of the Bible, diverges from it in 
profound ways.  Its message does not ‘confirm’, but deviates from the Bible’s. For example 
the story of the fall in Genesis points to the persistence of human sin:

“The LORD saw that the wickedness of humankind was great in the earth, and that 
every inclination of the thoughts of their hearts was only evil continually.” Genesis 6:5

In contrast the Qur’an’s several narratives of the fall (Sura 2:27-44; 7:3-37; 15;26-43; 17:59-65; 
18:49-52; 20:113-126; 38:71-85) point to the importance of being rightly guided:

[God speaks to Adam:] We said: “Get ye down all from here; and if, as is sure, there 
comes to you Guidance from me, whosoever follows My guidance, on them shall be no 
fear, nor shall they grieve.” Sura 2:38.
“Do ye say of God what ye know not? … Some he hath guided: Others have (by their 
choice) deserved the loss of their way; in that they took the evil ones, in preference to 
God, for their friends and protectors, and think that they receive guidance.” Sura 7:28, 
30. 
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WORLDVIEW IN THE QUR’AN AND THE BIBLE
Dr. Abdu Murray

I. The Different Lenses of our Worldviews: 
A. Western Paradigm:  Truth versus Falsehood
B. Eastern/Mid-Eastern Paradigm:  Honor versus Shame

II. Assessing a Worldview:  The Central Questions Each Worldview Must Answer: 
A. How did we get here? / Is there a God and who is he? 
B. What is humanity’s purpose? 
C. What explains the human condition?  
D. Is there an afterlife or salvation?  

III. Islam’s Answers to the four Questions:  The Islamic worldview is filtered through the 
central doctrine of Islam – God’s Incomparable Greatness (Allahu Akbar)

A. Is there a God, and who is He?
1. Islamic Monotheism: Tawhid.

“Say: He is Allah, the One, the Only.  The Eternal, the Absolute.  He begets 
not, nor is He begotten.  And there is none like unto Him.” Sura 112.  

Muhammad said that this Sura is “worth a third of the whole Qur’an.” 
Sahih Bukhari, Vol.  9, p. 93, Number 471

2. God’s 99 Beautiful Names:  Sura 59:22-24;  “Al-Wudud” (Sura 85:14 – “Full of 
loving kindness”). 

3. God does not condescend to humanity: Sura 39:4; Sura 19:88-92)

Islam registers a profound attraction [to Jesus] but condemns its 
Christian interpretation.  Jesus is the theme at once of acknowledgement 
and disavowal.  Islam finds his nativity miraculous but his Incarnation 
impossible.”  Kenneth Cragg, Jesus and the Muslim: An Exploration 
(Oxford: Oneworld, 1999), 278. 

B. What is the Humanity’s Purpose? 
1. Submission to God. 

2. Islam:  Submission (to God); 

3. Muslim:  One who submits to God. 

C. What explains the Human Condition? 
1. The Qur’an largely shares the Adam and Eve story (Sura 20:114-124). 

2. God’s solution was to provide humanity with more laws through which to prove 
his worthiness of God’s mercy and reward. 

3. But is there a Qur’anic concept of “Original Sin”?: 

“If Allah were to punish men according to what they deserve, He would 
not leave on the back of the (earth) a single living creature: but He gives 
them respite for a stated term: when their term expires, verily Allah has in 
His sight all His servants.” Sura 35:45
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D. Is there a Salvation and a Solution to the Human Condition?
1. There is no real “salvation,” because humanity is not “saved” by a savior. (Sura 

6:164; Sura 17:15).  

2. We attain heaven if our good deeds outweigh our bad deeds (Sura 7:8-9)

3. The Conundrum of “Earned Mercy”.   

IV. How the Bible’s Answers Can Touch the Muslim Mind and Heart
A. Is there a God and who is He?

1. God’s Greatness in the Trinity – Only a being in eternal relationship is self-
subsistent and selflessly giving. 

2. God’s Greatness in the Incarnation:  The greatest possible revelation of the 
Greatest Possible Being. 

“Long ago, at many times and in many ways, God spoke to our fathers 
by the prophets, but in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son, 
whom he appointed the heir of all things, through whom also he created 
the world. He is the radiance of the glory of God and the exact imprint 
of his nature, and he upholds the universe by the word of his power.”  
Hebrews 1:1-3. 

B. What is the point of Human Existence?
1. Westminster Confession:  “The chief end of man is to glorify God and delight in 

His presence forever.”  

C. What accounts for the Human condition? 
1. Original Sin:  Where the Qur’an only pays lip-service, the Bible fully explains the 

ramifications of original sin and the need for a Savior. 

“For out of the heart come evil thoughts, murder, adultery, sexual 
immorality, theft, false testimony, slander.”  Matt. 15:19

“Therefore, just as sin came into the world through one man, and death 
through sin, and so death spread to all men because all sinned.” Romans 
5:12

D. Is there a salvation and How can it be attained?
1. Allahu Akbar and the Cross of Christ:  Romans 5:8 – The cross is the greatest 

possible expression of the greatest possible ethic by the Greatest Possible Being.  

V. The Gospel’s Answer to the Muslim Search:  
A. Honor and Shame Revisited.  Leaving one home to find our true home. 

B. How the Gospel is what the Muslim Wishes were True 
“A group of people worshipped Allah out of desire for reward, surely this 
is the worship of traders.  Another group worshipped Allah out of fear, 
this is the worship of slaves.  Still another group worshipped Allah out of 
gratefulness, this is the worship of free men.”  Nahjul Balagha: Sermons, 
Letters, and Saying of Imam Ali Ibn Abi Talib (Elmhurst, N.Y: Tahrike 
Tarsile Qur’an, 1986), 619. 
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ISLAM AND THE DOCTRINE OF THE TRINITY:
TALKING TO MUSLIMS ABOUT THE CHRISTIAN VIEW OF GOD

Dr. Sasan Tavassoli

My primary purpose in this lecture is to help Christians think through their belief in God from a 
biblical perspective and explore ways that best communicate the truth and the beauty of those 
biblical truths to their Muslim friends.  The Christian doctrine of God is therefore, a fundamental 
point of beginning in our conversation with all non-Christians.  At the same time, the Christian 
doctrine of the Trinity stands as one of the central points of contention between Islam and 
Christianity.

The heart of all theistic faiths is the question of God.  Each theistic religion finds its most basic 
identity in its particular view of God and God’s relationship to humanity.  Islam and Christianity, 
being the two largest monotheistic faiths in the world, have had a long and rich exchange in their 
theological encounters with each other concerning the nature of God.  I believe that one can 
even go so far as to say that, “The historical controversy between the two religions is centered 
theologically on the concept of God.”1  Norman Daniel, in his classical work Islam and the West: The 
Making of an Image, makes that claim that from the perspective of many Christians throughout 
history, “the Islamic denial of the Trinity seemed to be the basic point of difference between the 
religions” and that “It was general to put the denial of the Trinity at the beginning of any account of 
Islamic teaching.”2

Islam sees itself as God’s final religion to humanity with the basic message that there is no god 
but the One True God.  According to one Muslim writer, “Islam, like other religions before it in their 
original clarity and purity, is nothing other than the declaration of the Unity of God, and its message 
is a call to testify to this Unity.”3  

Both Islam and Christianity profess “God is One” and thus seem to agree about an important truth 
about God.  At the same time, it is at this very point that the two religions also have a profound 
disagreement with each other.  For example, in the introduction of a well-known twentieth century 
commentary on the Qur’an, Tafseer-E-Usmani, written by two Indian Muslim scholars, after the 
paragraph on the oneness of God we encounter the next paragraph entitled, “Negation of Trinity.”  
The authors write:

The above reality [God’s Unity] also discards the faith of three Gods held and cherished by the 
Christians so clearly….Divine Unity and Divine Diversity are opposed to each other….So how can God 
be one and three at the same time.  It is absurd, rationally impossible, mathematically wrong.  Unity 
and Diversity cannot gather together.4

In another popular work by a Muslim critic of Christianity, the Christian view of God is summarized 
the following way:

God is three gods merged into one God.  This one God is called a Trinity.  However, to say that God 
is three is blasphemy of the highest order.  All three parts of the Trinity are ‘co-equal’, ‘co-eternal’, 
and ‘the same substance.’ For this reason, this doctrine is described as a ‘mystery.’5

Judging by the above examples, it is not too harsh of a criticism to say that we have utterly failed 
in our task of communicating to Muslims what it is that we truly believe about the reality of God 
and how we have encountered God in biblical revelation and Christian experience.  As Christians 
we need to make a renewed effort to clarify these misunderstandings and contribute to a deeper 
understanding concerning the historic Christian claims about God.  As Timothy George writes, “The 
difference between Christianity and Islam over the doctrine of the Trinity is not a question about 
the oneness of God.  It is a question about the nature of that oneness.”6   
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Too often for the vast majority of Christians the distinctive Christian ideas about God are quite 
confusing.  “The mystery of the Trinity” is hard enough for most believers to “figure out” in the first 
place, to say nothing of then “explaining” it to others who don’t share their convictions or worse, 
Muslims who are adamantly opposed to any ideas that seem to compromise absolute monotheism.  
The very mention of this mystery of faith intimidates Christians and drives them to shy away from 
discussing their faith publicly with skeptics. Even if they don’t admit it, most Christians sitting in the 
pews every week sympathize with the following critical observation by Roberet Leupp:

For most people and, sadly, for most Christians also, the Trinity is the great unknown.  The Trinity, to 
use a familiar equation, is viewed as a riddle wrapped up inside a puzzle and buried in an enigma.  A 
riddle, for how can an entity be at the same time multiple (three) yet singular (one)?  A puzzle, for 
the Trinity is so clearly contrary to any rational thought as not to warrant a second thought from 
sensible people.  An enigma, for even if the Trinity could be understood, of what practical value, 
even what religious value, would it have for ordinary people?7

So how do we as Christians make sense of our own faith about God and how can we communicate 
that in a way that can make some sense to our Muslim audience?  If more and more Christians are 
expressing doubts concerning the validity and relevance of classical theological categories and 
language used to elucidate the doctrine of the Trinity, can we have any hope to have conversations 
with Muslims as we attempt to express and articulate what we believe about God and God’s actions 
in history?  Or should we just put aside the thorny issues that divide us and focus instead on all the 
common things that Muslims and Christians believe about God, such as his oneness, his goodness 
and mercy, his sovereignty, his omnipotence, omniscience, omnipresence, etc.8

My primary purpose here is not only to answer the above questions to the best of my ability but 
also to help believers in Christ gain a better appreciation for the doctrine of the Trinity and its 
relevance to their entire life and worship as Christians.  Instead of feeling defensive about the 
complicated Christian view of God, I want us as Christians to be excited about and rejoice in the 
great truths that this doctrine is expressing in spite of all the limitations inherent in any human 
language about God and other spiritual truths.  As a late Reformed theologian put it, 

The doctrine of the Trinity… is the church’s admittedly inadequate way of trying to understand and 
guard against the false interpretation of the uniquely biblical-Christian understanding of who God, 
what God is like, how and where God is at work in the world, what God thinks about us human 
beings, does for us, require of us, promises us.  Christians do not ‘believe in’ the doctrine of the 
Trinity (or any other doctrine).  We believe in a living God.9

The last sentence in the above quote is not meant to dismiss the importance of Christian doctrines.  
In fact the statement is taken from a book entitled, Christian Doctrine.  The point is to emphasize 
that our faith and trust as Christians are not in various doctrinal statements or human ways of 
articulating the Christian theology, but in the reality of God himself.  Our faith is the response to the 
encounter that we have had with the living God as God has revealed himself in the Scriptures and 
the experiences of the Christian community.  Another way to put it is to say that the doctrine of the 
Trinity is the summary of the experience of Christians with the one living God.  

This is an especially important point to make in our conversations with Muslims.  Muslims (and 
many others who reject the Trinity) often accuse Christians that this doctrine is the result of 
pagan mythologies or Greek philosophies that corrupted the simply monotheistic teachings of 
prophet Jesus.  After all, the word “Trinity” does not even appear in the New Testament.  Jesus 
or the apostles never referred to this teaching.  And nowhere in the Bible is this doctrine clearly 
formulated or explicitly expressed.  Didn’t it take the Church several centuries to come up with 
the Trinitarian formula that there is “one God in essence, three in persons”?  I think at this point we 
should be reminded of Alister McGrath’s insightful comment when he writes:
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When you are explaining what Christianity is all about to your interested friends, you needn’t 
mention the word, ‘Trinity’ at all.  You speak to them about God and about the way in which God 
has revealed himself to us and reconciled us to himself through Jesus Christ.  But if you were to sit 
down and start thinking about the question, ‘What must God be like if he is able to act in this way?’ 
you will end up with the doctrine of the Trinity.  In other words, the doctrine of the Trinity…simply 
states that God must be like this if he acts in the way in which Christians know that he does.10

Without doubt Islam and Christianity have much in common.  Collin Chapman, provides some 
doctrinal examples of what Muslims and Christians can assert to “without any hesitation.”  They 
include such propositions as: God creates, God is one, God rules, God reveals, God loves, God 
judges and God forgives.11  These important similarities, however, should not cover up a more 
fundamental underlying difference.  Chapman continues,

Both Christians and Muslims can assent to these statements without any hesitation.  But as Kenneth 
Cragg would say, ‘the question is not whether, but how.’  The issue between us is not whether God 
forgives, but how he forgives; not whether he reveals, but what he reveals and how.12

I would like to now focus on some important aspects of the disagreements between the portraits of 
God found in the Bible and the Qur’an.  I want to bring our attention to differences for two primary 
reasons.  

One is the fact that certain aspects of God’s character provide the foundational basis for such 
distinctive Christian concepts as the doctrine of the Trinity along with the closely related doctrines 
of the incarnation and atonement.  Often times, Muslims and Christians argue ad infinitum about 
these specific Christian doctrines and do not come to any better understanding of each other, 
because they have not realized that their disagreement about the nature of God is even more 
foundational than they had thought.  In a friendly debate with a Muslim theologian on the doctrine 
of God some years ago, I made the comment that there is no use talking about more advanced 
concepts, if we don’t even have the basics down, no use arguing about the complex formulas of 
calculus, if we have not understood the simple principles of arithmetic.

Second, my hope in this approach is not only to highlight our theological differences, but to awaken 
in a Muslim reader a sympathetic understanding of the Christian faith.  I hope that as Christians we 
can demonstrate to our Muslim friends that despite profound disagreements between Muslim and 
Christian theology, the Christian doctrine of God meets a basic existential need of our humanity.

Although not an exhaustive list, I would like to concentrate on five areas of disagreement regarding 
the identity of God in orthodox Islam and the Christian faith.  These five aspects of God’s character, 
in my opinion, are the building blocks of the doctrine of the Trinity.  They are, the knowability of 
God, the intimacy of God, the suffering of God, the love of God and the holiness of God.

I will attempt to show that the God who encounters us in the pages of scriptures through various 
biblical narratives, is a God who has revealed himself and wants to be known in a personal and 
intimate relationship with his people, a God who suffers due to the sinfulness of humanity, a 
God who loves unconditionally and is perfect in holiness.  On the other hand, orthodox Islamic 
theology presents us with almost a diametrically opposite portrait of God and God’s relationship 
with humanity.  It is my belief that it is due to these fundamental differences that Muslims cannot 
appreciate the Christian rationale for such distinctive doctrines as the Trinity, incarnation and 
atonement.  If we want to move forward in our conversation with Islam, we need to first face the 
question, “What is this God like whom we all acknowledge as our eternal and infinite Creator?”  In 
order to answer this question, we will begin looking at each of the five mentioned characteristics 
that help us to highlight where we stand in relation to each other.
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The Knowability of God
In Islamic life and theology, besides the ever-present truth of God’s oneness or the doctrine of 
tawhid, one also encounters the so-called “ninety-nine names of God.”  For example, in S. 59: 22-24 
we read,

God is He, than Whom there is no other god; Who knows all things.  Both secret and open; He, 
Most Gracious, Most Merciful.  God is He…The Sovereign, the Holy One, the Source of Peace and 
Perfection, the Guardian of Faith, the Preserver of Safety, the Exalted in Might, the Irresistible, 
the Supreme: Glory to God! High is He above the partners they attribute to Him.  He is God, The 
Creator, the Evolver, The Bestower of Forms or Colors.  To Him belong the Most Beautiful Names: 
Whatever is in the heavens and on earth, doth declare His Praise and Glory, and He is the Exalted in 
Might, Wise.

Besides the Qur’anic admonition, Islamic tradition relates that prophet Muhammad said, “Verily, 
there are ninety-nine names of God and whoever recites them shall enter Paradise.”13  In considering 
these names, one Muslim writer boasts that “the Uniqueness of God is repeatedly affirmed in the 
Qur’an together with all the attributes of the true, perfect and sublime Creator, hense the asma 
Allah alhosna (the beautiful names of God).  No similar attributes, in number or in meaning, are to 
be found in other sacred or non-sacred books.”14  

We must note, however, that despite all the names of God in the Qur’an, in orthodox Islam we 
confront a God who is basically unknowable.  These names do not tell us anything about what God 
is like but only how God has willed to act.  God’s actions do not reflect God’s character.  

Al-Ghazali, the most prominent theologian in the history of Islam, went so far as to say:

The end result of the knowledge of the arifin [those who have arrived at the highest level of 
knowledge] is their inability to know Him, and their knowledge is, in truth, that they do not know 
Him and that it is absolutely impossible for them to know Him.15

Fadlou Shehadi, a contemporary scholar of Al-Ghazali, after analyzing Al-Ghazali’s arguments about 
the transcendence of God, concludes,

If God is a unique kind of being unlike any other being in any respect, more specifically, unlike 
anything known to man, it would have to follow by Ghazali’s own principles that God is utterly 
unknowable.  For, according to Ghazali, things are known by their likeness, and what is utterly 
unlike what is known to man cannot be known.  Furthermore, God would have to be unknowable, 
completely unknowable, not only to ‘the man in the street,’ but to the prophets and mystics as well.  
This is a conclusion that Ghazali states very explicitly and not infrequently.16

According to Shehadi, “The uncompromising character of Ghazali’s agnosticism follow logically 
from the uncompromising stand on the utter difference of God’s nature.”17

A contemporary scholar of Islam, and one quite well-known in North America for his intellectual and 
social activism and also involvement in inter-faith dialogue, is Isma’il al-Faruqi.  Al-Faruqi expresses 
the mainstream Islamic thinking on the inability of humans to know God, when he writes:

He [God] does not reveal Himself to anyone in any way.  God reveals only His will.  Remember 
one of the prophets asked God to reveal Himself and God told him, ‘No, it is not possible for Me 
to reveal Myself to anyone.’….This is God’s will and that is all we have, and we have it in perfection 
in the Qur’an.  But Islam does not equate the Qur’an with the nature or essence of God.  It is the 
Word of God, the Commandment of God, the Will of God.  But God does not reveal Himself to 
anyone.  Christians talk about the revelation of God Himself—by God and of God—but that is the 
great difference between Christianity and Islam.  God is transcendent, and once you talk about self-
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revelation you have … immanence, and then the transcendence of God is compromised.  You may 
not have complete transcendence and self-revelation at the same time.18

Shabir Akhtar expresses in a similar fashion the orthodox Islamic position on this issue.  He writes:
The Koran, unlike the Gospel, never comments on the essence of Allah.  ‘Allah is wise’ or ‘Allah is 
loving’ may be pieces of revealed information but in contrast to Christianity, Muslims are not enticed 
to claims that ‘Allah is Love’ or ‘Allah is Wisdom.’  Only adjectival descriptions are attributed to the 
divine being and these merely as they bear on the revelation of God’s will for man.  The rest remains 
mysterious.19

In order to better understand what is going on in the above comments by Muslim theologians, it 
is helpful to refer to the long comment below by Kenneth Cragg.  As Cragg explains, in the Islamic 
doctrine of God,

[All the attributes] are to be understood finally as characteristics of the divine will rather than laws 
of the divine nature.  Action, that is arising from such descriptive may be expected, but not as a 
matter of necessity.  What gives unity to all God’s dealings is that God wills them all….But God does 
not essentially conform to any of them.  

It is this fact that explains the antithesis in certain of the Names…. The antithesis is dogmatically 
resolved in the realm of the will, in that God wills both—in every other sense and realm, antithesis 
remains….So God is ‘the One who leads astray,’ as well as ‘the One who guides.’  God is ‘the One 
who brings damage,’ as also does Satan.  God is described also by terms such as ‘the Bringer-
down,’ ‘the Compeller’ or ‘the Tyrant,’ ‘the Haughty’—all of which, when humanly used, have an evil 
sense.  In the unity of the single will, however, these descriptions coexist with those that relate to 
mercy, compassion and glory.20

Cragg also makes this insightful comment in regard to the use of language in reference to God.  He 
writes,

“Terms taken from human meanings—and there are of course no others—were said to be used of 
God with a difference.  They did not convey the human connotation but were used in those senses 
feasible of God.  When the further question was pressed: ‘What then do they convey as applied 
to God?’ no precise answer was capable of being formulated.  Islam here falls back upon a final 
agnosticism.  Terms must be used if there is to be religion at all.  But only God knows what they 
signify.  Muslim theology coined the related phrases Bila Kaif and Bila Tashbih.  We use these names 
‘without knowing how’ they apply and without implying any human similarity.”21

This is a fundamental point of difference between Islam and the Christian faith (as already pointed 
out by the Muslim theologian Al-Faruqi) in regard to the doctrine of God.  We must not easily pass 
over this tension.  The logical outcome of orthodox mainstream Islamic theology is agnosticism in 
regard to the character of God.  For Islamic theology, God has willed and acted in many ways, but 
these actions in no way reflect the divine character behind them.

On the other hand, the biblical emphasis is on the fact that God has in fact revealed himself in 
redemptive history (and not just his commands) and our highest calling is to know God and be in 
intimate relationship with God.  The following verses should be viewed not as some isolated proof 
texts, but as examples of this biblical theme.  

This is what the LORD says: ‘Let not the wise man boast of his wisdom, or the strong man boast 
of his riches, but let him who boasts boast about this, that he understands and knows me, that I 
am the LORD, who exercises kindness, justice, and righteousness on earth, for in these I delight.’ 
declares the LORD. (Jer. 9: 23-24)
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All things have been committed to me by my Father.  No one knows the Son, except the Father, and 
no one knows the Father except the Son and those to whom the Son chooses to reveal him. (Matt. 
11: 27).

No one has ever seen God, but God the One and Only, who is at the Father’s side, has made him 
known. (Jn. 1: 18)

Now this is eternal life: that they may know you, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom you 
have sent. (Jn. 17: 3)

For God, who said, ‘Let light shine out of darkness,’ made his light shine in our hearts to give us the 
light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ. (II Cor. 4: 6)

Christian theology builds its structure on the foundational biblical theme of the self-revelation of 
God.  Alister McGrath, explains Karl Barth’s insight about the doctrine of the Trinity:

‘God reveals himself.  He reveals himself through himself.  He reveals himself.’  With these words…
Barth sets up the revelational framework which leads to the formulation of the doctrine of the 
Trinity.  God has spoken in revelation—and it is the task of theology to inquire concerning what this 
revelation presupposes and implies….Given that God’s self-revelation has taken place, what must be 
true of God if this can have happened?  What does the actuality of revelation have to tell us about 
the being of God?  Barth’s starting point for his discussion of the Trinity is not a doctrine or an idea, 
but the actuality of God’s speaking and God’s being heard.22 

The Christian faith operates on the theological axiom that God is as God has acted.  According to 
Christian theology, as Pannenberg correctly puts it, “as God reveals himself, so he is in his eternal 
deity.”23  Actions of God in history are not related to who God is in God’s own self and life.  These 
acts in fact reflect the identity of the agent behind them.  Guthrie writes, “The same God who 
is God over us as God the Father and Creator, and God with and for us as the incarnate Word 
and Son, is also God in and among us as God the Holy Spirit.”24  This one God whom we have 
encountered as creator, savior and life-renewer has acted thus in history.  Guthrie correctly warns 
that these roles “are true self-expressions of God, not just God’s ‘acting like’ or ‘pretending to be’ 
one or the other, with the possibility that God might just as well decide to play other roles and be 
a different kind of God.”25  Ratzinger (Pope Benedict XVI) writes, “God is as he shows himself; God 
does not show himself in a way in which he is not.  On this assertion rests the Christian relation with 
God; in it is grounded the doctrine of the Trinity; indeed, it is this doctrine.”26  

So in our conversations with Muslims we must come back to the fundamental questions if we want 
to bring clarity to the “logic” of the Christian doctrine of the Trinity.  Is God knowable?  Has God 
revealed himself or only his commands?  What is the relationship between the actions of God and 
the very character and identity of God?  Unless we face our differences at this point and deal with 
the challenges and obstacles that these questions provide as we witness of our faith to Muslims, 
then we cannot hope to make much further progress in mutual understanding between the two 
faiths.

The Intimacy of God
The dominant Qur’anic picture in regard to God’s relationship with humanity is that of a master and 
servant.  Even though there are some Qur’anic texts that talk about the nearness of God to people, 
nevertheless, the notion of God’s intimacy with human beings is not significantly developed in the 
Qur’an or in orthodox Islamic theology.  For example, we read in the Qur’an:
When My servants ask thee concerning Me, I am indeed close to them: I listen to the prayer of every 
supplicant when he called on Me.  Let them also, with a will, listen to My call, and believe in Me that 
they may walk in the right way. (S. 2: 186)
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Say: “If I am astray, I only stray to the loss of my own soul.  But if I receive guidance, it is because of 
the inspiration of my Lord to me.  It is He Who hears all things, and is ever near.”   (S. 34: 50)

But We are nearer to him than ye, and ye see not.  (S. 56: 85)

One of the most popular verses of the Qur’an is S. 50: 16, “It was We Who created man, and We 
know what dark suggestions his soul makes to him, for We are nearer to him than his jugular vein.”  
Muslims are very fond of quoting the latter part of this verse which describes God as being closer 
to us than our own jugular vein.  However, it should be noted that this verse is set in the context of 
angels recording human deeds for the day of judgment.  In reading the Qur’an, it is hard to avoid 
the impression that God is constantly referred to as a Sovereign Master.  This Sovereign, of course, 
is called Gracious and Merciful and is recognized as the source of all the bounties of the earth.  But 
the overall image is that of a God who is far above and beyond the struggles and the tragedies in 
the human realm and cannot be approached by humanity on very intimate terms.

Muslims theologian, Shabir Akhtar, writes, “Muslims do not see God as their father or, equivalently, 
themselves as the children of God.  Men are servants of a just master; they cannot, in orthodox 
Islam, typically attain any greater degree of intimacy with their creator.”27  According to W. 
Montgomery Watt, by far the most prominent “Qur’anic conception of the relation of the human 
race to God is dominated by two words, abd and rabb.  In relation to God a human being is an abd 
or ‘slave’, while God is the rabb, usually translated ‘lord’ but perhaps connoting rather something 
more august such as ‘sovereign.’”28  

There is no doubt that the Bible also presents us with the picture of a Sovereign God who is the 
infinite Creator of the universe.  However, the biblical narratives also describe God’s relationship 
with his people in many tender passages in which God is portrayed as a father who teaches his 
child to walk, a shepherd who carries his lamb in his arms, a lover who woos his beloved and even a 
husband who longs for his unfaithful wife to return.

Based on the work of Ian Ramsey, Models of God, evangelical theologian, John Feinberg, writes 
that scriptural images that picture God’s relationship to his creatures can be divided along three 
categories.29  One set of scriptural images of God is taken from family life and interpersonal 
relationships.  Another set of metaphors depict God in terms of work, crafts or vocation.  These 
metaphors include descriptions of God as a shepherd, artist, potter, builder, teacher, warrior, and a 
tradesman.  A final category of biblical models of God is taken from national settings.  References 
to God as the King and Judge belong to this category.  Although, Islamic orthodoxy can accept 
many of these biblical portraits, especially in the second and third categories, it is the images in 
the first category that are quite problematic.  Let us consider in more detail the first set of divine 
images used in the Bible.

A primary biblical motif is the depiction of God as a father.  In the OT, God’s relation to Israel is 
likened to that of a father and son (Ex. 4: 22).  A tender example of God’s loving care as a father is 
seen in the following two verses about God’s relation to Israel.

There you saw how the LORD your God carried you, as a father carries his son, all the way you went 
until you reached this place. (Dt. 1: 31)

When Israel was a child, I loved him and out of Egypt I called my son.  But the more I called Israel, 
the further they went from me….It was I who taught Ephraim to walk, taken them by the arms; but 
they did not realize it was I who healed them.  I led them with cord of human kindness, with ties of 
love; I lifted the yoke from their neck and bent down to feed them. (Hos. 11: 1-4)

God is not merely a father to Israel, but a father to who claim God as their God.  “Just as a father 
has compassion on his children, so the Lord has compassion on those who revere him” (Ps. 103: 13).  
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The NT, is filled with references to the tender love and care of our heavenly father.

God is also portrayed with mother-like characteristics.  Dt 32: 18 refers to the fact that God gave 
birth to Israel.  In Isa. 66: 13, we see the tender comfort of God’s love, “As one whom his mother 
comforts, so I will comfort you.”  In Isa. 49: 14-15, God asks the people, “Can a woman forget her 
nursing child, and have no compassion on the son of her womb?  Even these may forget, but I will 
not forget you.”  In Isa. 42: 14, God’s love for the people is likened to a mother’s love for her child 
nursing at her breast.

Another image used of God is that of a husband.  God is the faithful husband who loves and 
remains faithful to an unfaithful wife (Israel).  This is how prophet Jeremiah paints this beautiful 
picture:

“If a man divorces his wife and she leaves him and marries another man, should he return to her 
again?  Would not the land be completely defiled?  But you have lived as a prostitute with many 
lovers, would you now return to me?” declares the LORD.

Go, proclaim this message toward the north: “Return, faithless Israel,” declares the LORD, “I will 
frown on you no longer, for I am merciful,” declares the LORD, “I will not be angry forever.”

“Return, faithless people,” declares the LORD, “for I am your husband.  I will choose you…and bring 
you to Zion.” (Jer. 3: 1, 12, 14)

The NT presents the relationship between Christ and the Church as that of a husband and his bride.  
In one of the climactic scenes in the book of Revelation, we read about the marriage supper of the 
lamb as Christ, the bridegroom, celebrates his union with his wife, the Church (Rev. 19: 7-9).30 

Throughout the Bible, from Genesis to Revelation, we are confronted with a God who dwells in the 
midst of his people and desires to have an intimate relationship with them.  The book of Revelation, 
the last book of the Bible, gives us a glimpse of the fulfillment of God’s relationship with his people 
when John writes:

And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, “Now the dwelling of God is with men, and he will 
live with them.  They will be his people and God himself will be with them and be their God.  He will 
wipe every tear from their eyes.” (Rev. 21: 3-4)

Once again, we need to ask in our encounter with Muslims, three more basic questions such 
as:  What is God like?  What kind of a relationship does God want to have with us?  What kind 
of relationship can we as human beings have with God?  The Christian faith asserts that God, 
because of his desire for intimacy, has encountered us in the person of Jesus Christ as God with 
us (Immanuel), and has now come to live in and among us as the Holy Spirit.  If Muslims claim in 
accordance with the Qur’anic teaching that it is derogatory to the glory and majesty of God to even 
call God, “Father,” (to say nothing of a shepherd or lover), then we need to face this claim head 
on before going on to talk about the Trinity or incarnation.  It seems clear that orthodox Islam and 
Christianity deeply disagree on the extent of God’s interest and involvement with humanity.

The Suffering of God
By now it should be obvious to the point of being an unnecessary truism that the Islamic concept 
of God with its emphasis on absolute divine transcendence, majesty and strength allows no room 
for God to experience any emotions, least of all the experience of suffering.  The God of the 
Qur’an shows mercy to humankind by sending prophets to guide people to the straight path.  God 
sends prophets to various people groups but judges the disobedient nations (often by destroying 
them) when they don’t listen to his prophets.  The Sura entitled “the Poets” is one example of this 
prominent Qur’anic theme.  God’s dealings with people are reported in a very matter of fact way.  
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To cite one example, in order to demonstrate the dramatic difference between the biblical and the 
Qur’anic portraits of God, I would like to focus our attention on the stories of Noah.  The Qur’anic 
passages which have more of an extended treatment of Noah are found in Suras 7: 59-64; 11: 25-
49; 23: 23-30; 26: 105-122; 37: 75-82; 54: 9-15; and 71: 1-28 (this sura is called “Noah”).  In all these 
passages, Noah warns his people, they disbelieve in his message and God sends the flood to 
destroy the unbelievers--Period.  The readers are not told anything about how any of this, whether 
the sinfulness of the people or the judgment of God, affects God himself.

The Bible on the other hand, presents us with a God who suffers because of the disobedience of 
the people.  God is both grieved and angered.  In Gen. 6: 5-7 we read,

The LORD saw how great man’s wickedness on the earth had become, and that every inclination of 
the thoughts of his heart was only evil all the time.  The LORD was grieved that he had made man 
on the earth, and his heart was filled with pain.  So the LORD said, “I will wipe mankind, whom I 
have created, from the face of the earth…for I am grieved that I have made them.

Please note the emphasis of the text on the suffering of God in that in the space of two verses, 
three times we are informed that he was grieved, filled with pain and grieved.  The significance of 
this repetition is pointed out by the eminent OT scholar, Claus Westermann, who writes, “Yahweh’s 
regret is so important for the [writer] that he puts it before the decision to destroy and repeats 
it again after it.  He considers it decisive for the understanding of the events which these verses 
introduce.”31  As Walter Bruggemann, another prominent OT scholar puts it, “The narrative is not 
about the anger of God but about the grief of God.”32  F. Delitzch writes, “It is the simple truth that 
God experiences pain when his holy love is rejected, and that he does not decide on the extinction 
of the world with cold indifference.  The divine judgment and the divine pain are but two sides of 
the external and the internal of one and the same reality.”33  It is truly an amazing “balancing act” in 
the Bible that the “God who in anguish visits judgment upon the people does not thereby sever the 
relationship.  God immediately turns from the role of the judge to that of a fellow-sufferer.”34

The prophets of Israel reveal God, among many other tender images, as a wounded lover, a 
husband who feels the pain of betrayal because of his unfaithful wife and a father whose heart is 
broken because of his rebellious children.  Due to the limitations of space, let me draw our attention 
to one more passage in the OT scriptures to illustrate our point.

The prophet Hosea describes the intimacy of God’s relationship with Israel in terms of the intimacy 
of a husband and wife and a father and child.  But because of going after pagan idols, God 
brings a charge against Israel for being an unfaithful wife and a rebellious child.  Commenting on 
the imageries of Hosea, one of the most profound Jewish thinkers of the 20th century, Abraham 
Heschel, writes, “Hosea has given us a supreme expression of the vision of the subjective God so 
typical for prophetic awareness.”  Heschel continues,

God is conceived, not as a self-detached Ruler, but as the sensitive Consort to Whom deception 
comes and Who nevertheless goes on pleading for loyalty, uttering a longing for reunion, a 
passionate desire for reconciliation.

Hosea is able to express as no other prophet the love of God for Israel in its most vivid forms—as 
compassion, as a mother’s tenderness, as love between husband and wife.35

Christian theologian, Terrence Fretheim, describes the language of Hosea by pointing out, “The 
image here, obviously, is not that of some heavenly General Patton having difficulty tolerating acts 
of insubordination.  Rather, it is the image of the long-suffering parent….God is pictured as one in 
great anguish over what the children have done” but God’s love is such that God cannot let go.36  
Fretheim beautifully summarizes the impact of these various images, “God has been rejected both 
as parent and as husband! God is like a person who has been rejected not only by his spouse but by 
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his children as well.  God suffers the effects of the broken relationship at multiple levels of intimacy.  
The wounds of God are manifold.”37

It should be noted that this divine suffering is not because God is weak, but because God is love.  
And Christian faith has rightly concluded that one cannot truly love without becoming vulnerable 
and risking the possibility of rejection and the pain which results from it.  However, none of 
this discussion on the suffering of God can find any acceptance in Islamic theology.  If God can 
experience no pain or suffering, as Islam claims, then the corresponding Christian claim that the 
suffering of Jesus on the cross represents to us the very heart of God must also be rejected as false.  
We must face another foundational question about God at this point.  Is God basically indifferent to 
the human predicament or is God involved and impacted personally in our human brokenness?  The 
radically different ways that Islam and Christianity answer this question, has significant implication 
for our stance towards the doctrine of the Trinity.

The Love of God
Much ink has been shed on the subject of the love of God in the Qur’an by Christian critics of Islam 
in order to portray the God of Islam not as a God of love but of wrath.  It is completely untrue to 
claim, as some have done in the past, that the Qur’an presents us with an unloving God.  Although, 
nowhere in the Qur’an, are we told that “God is love,” there are many passages in the Qur’an that 
predicate love of God.  However, there is a fundamental difference the way the Bible and the way 
the Qur’an approach this subject.  According to the Qur’an God loves the good, not the unlovely 
and the sinner.  There are many passages in the Qur’an that bear this out.  “God verily, loves not the 
unbelievers” (S. 3: 29), “God loves not the doers of evil” (S. 3: 50), “God loves the doers of good” (S. 
3: 128), “God loves those who endure with steadfastness” (S. 3: 140), “for the unbelievers He loves 
not” (S. 30: 44), “Say, if you love God, follow me [Muhammad]; God will love you and forgive you 
your sins” (S. 3: 31).

Nowhere in the Qur’an is God ever reported to love someone who does not love God first, nor is 
God’s love ever used as the central motivating factor to draw someone close to God.  It is therefore, 
not surprising that in orthodox Islamic theology, no mention is made of the unconditional love of 
God or conditional grace.  Sir Norman Anderson writes,

It is significant in this context, I think, that ‘Love’ or ‘Loving’, finds no place among the seven ‘Eternal 
Attributes’ of God which Muslim theology so often refers.

But this is certainly not to suggest that the concept of the love of God is wholly lacking in Islam.  
A number of phrases from the Qur’an itself could be quoted to refute any such assertion….These 
verses, it is true, affirm the love of God only for those who in some measure deserve it, and there 
are far more which assert that God does not love those who do not.38 

In contrast to the Qur’an, both the Old and New Testaments record that God loves human beings 
regardless of their sin.  In the Bible, we see God not only the initiator of love as but as one who 
loves those who are God’s enemies.

The LORD did not set his love upon you, nor chose you, because you were more in number than 
any people, for you [were] the fewest of all people…. (Dt. 7: 7)

In the NT, we see that God’s love for sinful humanity is given as the primary reason for sending 
Jesus Christ.

For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son… (Jn. 3: 16)

This is love; not that we loved God, but that he loved us, and sent his Son as an atoning sacrifice for 
our sins. (I Jn. 4: 10)
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We love, because he first loved us. (I Jn. 4: 19)

You see, at just the right time, when we were still powerless, Christ died for the ungodly….But God 
demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were still sinners, Christ died for us. (Rom. 5: 6, 8)

Guthrie gives us a great summary of the radical biblical understanding of God’s love.  He writes:

God’s love is unconditional.  God does not say, ‘I will love you if you prove that you deserve my 
love and are worthy of it.  I will love you if you first become law-abiding, God-fearing, respectable 
people.’….Rather: ‘Christ died for the ungodly….God proves his love for us in that while we were still 
sinner Christ died for us’ (Rom. 5: 6-8).  God’s love is the love of Jesus, who was the friend not only 
of the moral, religious, and socially acceptable but also of the political revolutionaries (the zealots), 
dishonest people (the tax collectors), the immoral (the woman caught in adultery), social outcasts 
(the Samaritans).  There are no ‘ifs’ or ‘buts’, no strings attached, to God’s love.  God’s love is 
unconditional.39

The Christian conviction of the unconditional nature of the love of God and its accompanying 
grace in dealing with sinful humanity is the key to understanding a host of Christian doctrines 
concerning God, Christ, humanity and salvation.  I cannot think of a more fundamental truth than 
the unconditional love of God and its implications that is in need of attention and clarification in 
our talks with our Muslim friends.  All our attempts for further understanding of each other will be 
in vain, if we do not face the different portrayal of the love of God in our respective scriptures and 
theological traditions.

The Holiness of God
Muslims often claim that despite all the emphasis on the love of God in the Christian faith, it is, 
in fact, Islam that presents us with a loftier picture of God’s compassion and grace.  According 
to Islam, God simply forgives human beings of their sinful acts when they repent and turn to 
God’s mercy.  Muslims often view all the biblical references to the need for animal sacrifices, the 
shedding of the blood, and thus Christ’s death on the cross as the means of atonement as evidence 
for the corruption of Jewish and Christian scriptures.  Therefore, from the perspective of Islam, 
Christian theology of atonement is seen as an aberration from the prophetic message of all divine 
messengers who simply proclaimed faith in one God, commanded people to perform works of 
righteousness, to believe in the Day of Judgment, thus following the “straight path” to God.

Once again, we need to understand the root cause of this difference in perspective between 
Islam and Christianity.  I believe that Muslims and Christians are deeply divided on this issue due 
to the fact that the holiness of God simply does not seem to play a prominent role in the Islamic 
understanding of who God is.  As Kenneth Cragg points out, the adjective ‘Holy’ (Quddus) is used 
only twice of God in the entire Qur’an.40  It is therefore, very rare, if at all, that one could read any 
discussion on this subject in the works of Islamic theology.

In contrast to Islam, as Allen Coppedge points out in his book,  Portraits of God: A biblical theology 
of holiness, “The concept of holiness is seen at the heart of the picture of God in both testaments.”41  
Emil Brunner wrote, “The whole of the Old Testament is the revelation of the holy God.”42  E. F. 
Harrison states, “It is no exaggeration to state that this element [the holiness of God] overshadows 
all others in the character of the deity so far as the Old Testament revelation is concerned.”43  Gustaf 
Aulen also concluded, “holiness is the foundation on which the whole concept of God rests.”44

It is well known that the biblical concept of divine holiness can signify both the metaphysical 
transcendence of God—God as the Wholly Other—and the moral purity of God and God’s radical 
separation from sin.  However, I would like to further explore this concept from a different angle to 
show the intimate connection between divine love and grace with divine holiness in order to shed 
more light on the heart of the Christian message.  
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Guthrie’s discussion of the costly love of God, in the context of the Christian understanding of 
atonement, is quite insightful.  Guthrie writes, 

If God already loves and forgives us, why atonement at all? Why did Jesus have to die to reconcile 
us to God? Why did not God just say, ‘I forgive you,’ and let it go at that?

We can catch a glimpse of the answer with an analogy in human relationships.  Suppose that I have 
done something that betrays a friendship and hurts a friend.  Suppose that I go to her and tell her 
how sorry I am and how bad I feel about it, and she says to me, ‘That’s OK.  It doesn’t make any 
difference.  Forget it.’ Has she forgiven me? What she has really said is, ‘I don’t care enough about 
you to be bothered by anything you say or do.  You are not that important to me.’ She also leaves 
me alone with the pain of my guilt, refusing to help me deal with it, put it behind me, and make a 
fresh beginning with her.

Good-natured indulgence and casual acceptance are not forgiveness and love but an expression 
of indifference and sometimes hostility.  Real love and forgiveness mean caring enough to be hurt, 
caring enough to put ourselves in others’ shoes and sharing their guilt as it were our own.  Real love 
and forgiveness are costly—not in the sense that the guilty party must squeeze them out of the 
injured party but in the sense that the injured party genuinely sympathizes with the guilty and share 
his or her pain.

Why did Jesus have to die?  Why atonement? Because God cares for us too much to dismiss our sin 
and guilt with a flippant ‘It doesn’t matter.’ Because words were not enough: action was necessary 
to prove that God’s love and forgiveness are genuine.  Because God wanted to stand with us in the 
loneliness and alienation we bring on ourselves when we separate ourselves from God and other 
people.  Because it is just when God comes to our side in our loneliness, alienation, and guilt that 
they are overcome.  In the cross God says to us, ‘Yes, it is true.  You have hurt and offended me.  
But I still love you.  Therefore, I will make your guilt and its consequences my own.  I will suffer with 
you—for you—to make things right between us again.45

Guthrie’s comments are very important in our conversation with Muslims.  Muslims do not believe 
that the cross of Christ was in any way theologically necessary not only because Islam disagrees 
with the Christian faith concerning the depth of human sinfulness, but also Islam disagrees with the 
biblical witness about the nature of God’s holiness.  If the cross of Christ is irrelevant to our human 
predicament as Islam claims, it also becomes irrelevant for our understanding of God’s saving 
action in history and therefore, God’s character.  Our notion of the holiness of God also has direct 
bearing on our understanding of God’s sanctifying presence in the midst of God’s people and its 
implication for understanding the person and role of the Holy Spirit.  So a fundamental question 
as this point should be, “What does it mean that God is holy? And how does this shape our ideas 
about salvation and sanctification?”  Unless, we gain a clearer idea about where we stand on these 
issues with Islam, there will not be much fruitful discussion about the doctrines of atonement or the 
Holy Spirit as the “third Person of the Trinity.”

I have now come to the end of my discussion about our foundational theological differences with 
orthodox Islam concerning the very character of God.  I hope that I have succeeded in showing that 
the God we encounter in the pages of the Bible is portrayed quite differently in certain fundamental 
ways from the Qur’anic descriptions of God and how Islamic theology has understood that God.  
Before Christians get into conversations about in what sense God can be one and in what sense 
three, Christians need to discuss with Muslims the more basic questions such as “What is God 
like?  And how does God relate to human beings?”  Muslims and Christians might never come to an 
agreement on such questions, but at least we can become clearer where it is that we disagree.  
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DEPARTING CHALLENGE
Dr. Stuart McAllister

We need to take time to really pray.

•	 We must consider carefully what to study further and how to share.

•	 Where can we begin to respond and how?

1) We can pray for God given opportunities. Colossians 4:2-4.

2) We should be ready and willing to respond as doors open. Colossians 4:5.

3) We must be gracious but clear in responding. Colossians 4:6.

Jesus : “As the Father sent me so send I you”.

Peter : “Always be prepared to give a reason for the hope that you have…”
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PARTICIPANT EVALUATION SURVEY

Each year we conduct a thorough assessment of Understanding and Answering Islam. Participant 
feedback is an essential component of our review process. Every year, we make improvements 

to the program based upon these comments. Your thoughtful reflections on Understanding and 
Answering Islam will be carefully evaluated by our team. To provide feedback,  

please visit this web address:

www.surveymonkey.com/s/UAI2015ATL
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The Nature of God: Foundational differences in Christianity and Islam
by Tanya Walker

“… the whole faith of Islam is not another way to God, but the way to another God”1

Despite the growing profile of Islam in the West and the increasing exposure of Western Christians to Muslims from around 
the world, I have been increasingly struck by the persistent belief of many Christians, that Muslims and Christians worship 
what is fundamentally the same God, although there may be superficial differences in character or nature.  This, I think, is 
a belief that is very damaging to us.  Not only is it false, in that it is built on a misunderstanding of the claims of Islam, but, 
more importantly, it can act as a buffer against us seeing the true uniqueness and brilliance of the God of the Bible, and keeps 
us from a compassionate zeal to reach our Muslim brothers and sisters.  

Os Guinness once wrote: “Contrast is the mother of clarity.  I always find that I understand and wonder at the Gospel when 
I see the contrast of the alternatives.”2  In comparing and contrasting the nature of God in Christianity and Islam, my hope is 
that it will bring a greater clarity and focus as we look afresh at the person of God in the Bible and find ourselves refreshed, 
amazed, humbled and grateful at His awe-inspiring magnificence.  He truly is without equal.  A second hope is that in seeing 
more clearly the God that the Qur’an outlines and that Muslims worship, we might be deeply moved with compassion for 
this vast gathering of people in our generation who live beholden to such a God, and that it would compel us to reach out in 
whatever way we are able.

The following discussion is far from comprehensive and is intended only as a starting point, but I will begin to trace out 
some thoughts as I look at five characteristics of the God revealed to us in the Bible, compare those characteristics with that 
outlined in the Muslim faith, and unpack some of the implications of the very deep differences that exist.

The God Who is Relational

“And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, ‘Now the dwelling of God is with men, and he will live with them.  They 
will be his people, and God himself will be with them and be their God.’” (Rev 21.3).

The focus of the Gospel is relationship with God.  Our God is a relational God who created us out of the overflow of loving 
relationship within the Trinity, and who intended us for perfect relationship with Him throughout eternity.  The culmination 
of the Christian narrative is a wedding feast, a marriage.  Christ the bridegroom and us His bride, the Church.  When we look 
to heaven, as John 14 makes so beautifully clear, we are not looking for a where – a place, somewhere far away where we 
will be well.  We are looking to a who – the person of God, and the wonder and joy and fulfilment of relationship with Him.  

The Bible is full of the expression of God’s relational heart towards us – as a Father, a husband, a friend – and it carries 
through from Genesis to Revelation.  When in the Garden of Eden Adam and Eve turn their backs on God and rebel against 
Him, we see immediately the tone is set for the rest of the ages, as God’s response is not “What have you done?” but “Where 
are you?” (Genesis 3:9).  And the whole of the rest of the story is God winning us back, paying the price Himself, making 
a way for us to be with Him.  It is a great love story, an epic adventure of a lover pursing His bride.  God Himself wooing 
and pursing mankind.  It is a breath-taking reality that we are inundated, in the Word of God, by His call for us to live in 
relationship with Him.

For a Muslim, however, there is no relationship to be had.  The God of the Qur’an is not a relational God either in himself 
(the concept of the Trinity is considered the utmost of blasphemies to the Muslim mind), or with his created beings.  Intimacy 
with this God is not on the agenda, and would, in fact, in some circles be considered to be blasphemous in concept.3  One 
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of the primary characteristics of the God of Islam is his transcendence, and neither on this side of eternity or on 
the other are Muslims called to enter into relationship.  Instead the dominant view is that of a master with his 
servants – a striking contrast to the person of Christ who tells His disciples “I no longer call you servants, but 
friends” (John 15:15).  Shabbir Akhtar puts it like this: “Muslims do not see God as their father or, equivalently, 
themselves as the children of God.  Men are servants of a just master; they cannot, in orthodox Islam, typically 
attain any greater degree of intimacy with their creator.”4  Meanwhile, speaking of the true God, 1 John 3:1 rings 
out with joy: “How great is the love the Father has lavished on us, that we should be called children of God! And 
that is what we are!”5

The God Who has Made Himself Known

Knowing and being known are vital components of a real and meaningful relationship, one based not on fantasy or 
wishful thinking, but on a right and appropriate judgment of each other – in other words, in truth.  Whilst we may 
love somebody we do not know simply as a matter of will or as a result of an overarching theology or philosophy, 
the greater the knowledge of the other, the more intimate and fulfilling the love, and the more grounded in the 
reality of the other’s unique personhood.  The Biblical emphasis is on a God who has revealed Himself: through 
nature, through the Scriptures, and ultimately through the living Word – the person of Jesus Christ.  Jesus looks 
to His disciples and says to them that in knowing Him, they know the Father (John 14:7), and that knowing Him 
is to have eternal life (John 17:3).  The self-revelation of God is a foundation point for Christian theology and the 
basis on which our security lies.  It is one of the most profound truths of the Christian message, that whilst we may 
at times be in the dark about what God is doing, we are (praise God!) not in the dark about God.6  

What makes this even more wonderful, is that knowing Him is not simply a matter of abstract possibility, but of 
God’s own heart desire, as He speaks through Jeremiah: “I will give them a heart to know me, that I am the Lord.  
They will be my people, and I will be their God, for they will return to me with all their heart” (Jeremiah 24:7).

For the Muslim, the situation is very different.  Isma’il Al Furuqi is representative of orthodox Islamic thinking 
when he writes the following:

“He [God] does not reveal Himself to anyone in any way.  God reveals only His will. Remember one of the prophets asked 
God to reveal Himself and God told him, “No, it is not possible for Me to reveal Myself to anyone.”  ...This is God’s will 
and that is all we have, and we have it in perfection in the Qur’an.  But Islam does not equate the Qur’an with the nature 
or essence of God.  It is the Word of God, the Commandment of God, the Will of God.  But God does not reveal Himself 
to anyone.  Christians talk about the revelation of God Himself - by God of God - but that is the great difference between 
Christianity and Islam.”7

Meanwhile, Shabbir Akhtar adds further insight: 
“The Koran, unlike the Gospel, never comments on the essence of Allah.  ‘Allah is wise’ or ‘Allah is loving’ may be pieces 
of revealed information but, in contrast to Christianity, Muslims are not enticed to claim that ‘Allah is Love’ or ‘Allah is 
Wisdom’.  Only adjectival descriptions are attributed to the divine being and these merely as they bear on the revelation of 
God’s will for man.  The rest remains mysterious.”8

It is both a challenge to us, and a heartbreaking reality, that millions of Muslims around the world stake their entire lives 
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in absolute submission to a God they do not know.  The challenge is on two fronts.  Firstly that we should be compelled to 
share the Good News that God has made Himself known!  We need not worship unknown gods!  It is a truth that should 
fill us with wonder and with evangelistic zeal.  The second challenge is more devotional.  He has revealed Himself to us, 
and longs for us to be in relationship with Him.  Thus the pertinent question becomes “Are we taking time to get to know 
Him?”  Are we availing ourselves of this incredible gift that God has given us: that we have been given the right, as children 
of God, to draw near, and to really get to know our Saviour.  I wonder if we have grown complacent with this magnificent 
truth – that we can know God – and find that days can pass without us drawing close.  Let us remind ourselves that it is the 
unique, and staggering, privilege of those who worship the God of the Bible, that they worship a God whom they can know.

The God Who is Love

Three separate aspects of the love of God concern us here, and they are brought into sharp relief by their comparison.  
Firstly, the Bible tells us that God is love (1 John 4:16), thus making clear that we are not to conceive of love as something 
God does, a particular way in which He behaves, but rather as relating to His very essence, His being.  He is love, and all 
love flows from Him.  

Secondly, we read time and again that God loves everybody.  Everybody!  John 3:16 gives us the wonderful declaration: “For 
God so loved the world…”  Not just the righteous, not just the gifted, the holy, the clean - He loves the sinner, the broken, the 
bruised, the lost, those who are far away.  He loves the prodigal.  He is the initiator of love to the unlovely, the ungodly.  1 
John 4:19 tells us that “we love because he first loved us” whilst Romans 5:8 gives us insight into the overwhelming breadth 
and depth of this amazing love: “God demonstrates his love for us in this – whilst we were still sinners, Christ died for us.”  
What a wonderful truth!  

Finally, our God is a God who can be loved in return.  I wonder if you have ever stopped to think for a moment, how great a 
gift it is that we get to love God – that we are invited to experience this love and to express our love for Him in worship.  It 
is an expression of love that in its form and content is unique to the Christian faith.  The nature of love is such that it is only 
genuine when it is freely given, and only true to the extent that it is knowing.  We have already noted that the God of the 
Bible, in His love and grace and sovereign will, has made Himself known.  But if we were beholden to God in any way, if 
we were unsure of our standing before Him, holding our breath for judgment day to see if we had been good enough, there 
would be too great a hold on us from Him, too great a self-interest involved, too large a “fear factor”, to make it possible 
for us to truly love Him.  It is only in the Christian Gospel that we are really free to love, because we are fully free of the 
fear of the future, as God has placed “his seal of ownership on us, and put his Spirit in our hearts as a deposit, guaranteeing 
what is to come” (1 Corinthians 1:22).  We do not live in fear of judgement day.  Those of us who have bowed the knee at 
the cross, find that a most awesome exchange is ours – we share in the resurrection!  Our ragged dirty lives, exchanged for 
His righteousness!  So we find ourselves bursting out with worship: 

“Blessed assurance, Jesus is mine! 
Oh, what a foretaste of glory divine!
Heir of salvation, purchase of God, 
Born of His Spirit, washed in His blood.”9

The God who is love, the God who loves everybody, and the God who can be loved in return.  

Again, Islam’s message is very different.  The Qur’an does not equate love with the essence or being of God, but at best as 
an adjectival description of his behaviour.10  Secondly, the God of the Qur’an does not love everybody.  In fact the Qur’an 
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includes numerous verses that spell out the limits of the love of God, and the characteristics of those who fall outside of his 
love.  So surah 2:190 tells us that “God does not love those who over step the limits” whilst surah 2:276 tells us he “does 
not love the ungrateful sinner.”  Surah 3:32 tells us that God “does not love those who ignore His commands”, whilst 3:57 
notes “God does not love evil-doers” and surah 4:36 tells us that “God does not like arrogant, boastful people”, leaving one 
commentator to conclude: “The Qur’an is littered with dozens of verses like this. It is a fact, nowhere in the Qur’an is God 
ever reported to love someone who does not love Him first, nor is God’s love ever used as the central motivating factor to 
draw someone close to Him.”11  So the love of God in Islam is a conditional love, not inherent in his being, and given only 
in response to righteousness and merit in a deserving party.

Finally, it is not possible, nor required, for a Muslim to love God.  Not only is it “absolutely impossible for [human beings] 
to know God”12 (making a reasoned love difficult), but the salvation narrative of the Muslim faith makes impossible a 
relationship not based on fear of judgment.  The Qur’an repeatedly tells Muslims that “none may feel wholly secure” from 
God’s judgment (surah 70:28), even when they have been righteous.  Whilst Muslims believe that on judgment day their 
good deeds will be weighed against their bad deeds, deciding their fate (see surah 101), they also stress the sovereignty 
of God to do whatever he pleases.  Thus he is not bound by the outcome of the scales, and should there be even a huge 
weighting to the good, God may choose to send an individual to hell.  Just as in his sovereignty he may choose to allow one 
whose works are weighted towards evil to enter paradise.  Right at the heart of the Muslim faith then, is a fear of the future in 
the hands of a God whose version of sovereignty means that he can not be held to any promises, and the beholdness involved 
in such a fearful connection makes loving such a God impossible.

The God Who Experiences Suffering

The Word of God presents to us a God who suffers, who grieves for His people, who is grieved by their sin and their 
rebellion, by their unfaithfulness, and who feels their grief, bearing their pain and sorrow.  Isaiah tells us that He not only 
“took up our infirmities” on the cross, as though that was not enough, but “carried our sorrows” (Isaiah 53:4), and we find 
on the cross a suffering savior.  In short we are introduced to the incredible reality of an all-powerful God who suffers.  Our 
actions, we are told, have a heart impact on Him.  He is not indifferent to our sin, He is not indifferent to our suffering.  Both 
cause Him pain, and it was for the eternal resolution of both that He endured the suffering of the cross for our sakes.  

The narrative of the Qur’an is in sharp contrast to the suffering of God in the Bible.  The God of the Qur’an experiences 
no suffering, whether as a result of our sin, or as a result of our sorrows.  Orthodox Islamic theology looks on suffering as 
weakness, and thus points to a God whose power entails that he be detached.  Where the Biblical narratives, even in the 
context of the wrath of God and the judgment of God, point to a God who is grieved by sin, the Qur’anic narratives talk 
of the anger and the wrath of God, his judgment against evildoers, but make no mention of a heart response on his part.13  
Muhammed-al-Burkawi puts it like this: “Allah can annihilate the universe if it seems good to Him and recreate it in an 
instant.  He receives neither profit nor loss from whatever happens.  If all infidels became believers and all the wicked pious 
He would gain nothing.  And if all believers became infidels it would not case Him loss.”14  How starkly different to the 
God who cries out and pleads with love to unfaithful Israel: “As surely as I live, declares the Sovereign LORD, I take no 
pleasure in the death of the wicked, but rather that they turn from their ways and live. Turn! Turn from your evil ways! Why 
will you die, people of Israel?”  (Ezekiel 33:11)  He longs for the wicked to live, and it grieves Him when they refuse to turn 
and accept His saving love.  The love of God and the suffering of God are thus inextricably linked.  It is not possible to fully 
love, if the actions of the other have no impact on you.  The God of the Bible is moved by us, not by any need in Him, but 
by His overwhelming love for us even whilst we are lost.  He suffers, because He loves.
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The God Who is Holy

The God of the Bible is holy, and the pages of scripture, Genesis to Revelation continually resound with the cry of worship: 
“Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord God Almighty, who was, and is, and is to come” (Revelation 4:8).  The Bible reveals to us the 
God who “is light” and in whom “there is not darkness at all” (1 John 1:5), and speaks to us of the devastating consequences 
of sin which violently rip us away from God, and would leave us forever banished from His presence were it not for the 
cross.  God’s holiness means that He cannot tolerate sin, He cannot leave it unpunished, He cannot sweep it under some 
cosmic eternal carpet.  And it is a grave command to us: “consecrate yourselves and be holy, because I am holy” (Leviticus 
11:44).  The Bible is clear: God does not tempt anyone with evil (James 1:13), and never allows us to be tempted beyond 
what we can endure (1 Corinthians 10:13).

The God of the Qur’an is an entirely different being.  The word “Kuddus” (holy) is used only once in reference to God in 
the Qur’an (in surah 59:23)15 and is used in relation to him being set apart, as opposed to morally perfect.  The God of the 
Qur’an is not bound by any moral consistency.  He is not holy.  Zwemer puts it like this: “Allah’s moral law changes, like 
His ceremonial law, according to times and circumstances… Moslem teachers have in my presence utterly denied that Allah 
is subject to an absolute standard of moral rectitude.  He can do what He pleases.  The Koran often asserts this.  Not only 
physically, but morally, He is almighty, in the Moslem sense of the word.”16  The Qur’an tells us that Allah is the “Best 
of Schemers” (surah 3:54), and a deceiver of men (surah 4:142).  Moreover, even a basic understanding of the salvation 
narrative in the Qur’an reaffirms that whatever the Muslim understanding of the holiness of God, the God of the Qur’an 
clearly has no difficultly being around sin.  51% good deeds weighed against 49% bad deeds would be good enough for him, 
and in fact, as I have mentioned, his sovereignty means that even a person full of evil might be permitted into paradise if God 
simply willed it.  There would be no problem such as would be found with the fierce burning purity of the God of the Bible.17

As a result, and as might be expected as a logical outworking of his own character, there is no parallel command in the 
Qur’an telling Muslims to “be holy because I am holy”.  Rather, unbelievably to the Christian mind, the Hadiths tell us that 
the God of Islam in fact apportions sins for human beings to commit, from which there would be no escape.18  

Concluding Thoughts

There are many other differences between the God revealed in the Bible, and the God of the Qur’an, but I have chosen here 
to focus on five.  Their cultimative impact is profound:

In the Christian message, we have a relational God who longs for us to come into an intimate, knowledgeable relationship 
with Him.  A God who reveals His very nature to us so that we are not in the dark about Him, and we know in whom we’ve 
place our trust.  A God who is completely holy, but who loves the sinner, the broken, the ungodly, the unlovely.  A God 
whose justice demands that sin be dealt with, and whose love means that He deals with it Himself.  A God who, because of 
His amazing love for us, sacrifices Himself and takes on our sin and our suffering in order to reconcile us to Himself.  The 
Christian God takes sin seriously, takes justice seriously, takes love seriously – and we see the culmination of it on the cross.

The Muslim God, however, is not relational.  He does not want or require our love and does not, cannot reveal himself.  A 
God whom we are entirely in the dark about, and yet he demands unquestioning submission.  A God who is unable to share 
our suffering, and unwilling to suffer on our behalf.  A God who does not take sin seriously – he himself is not holy and he 
can happily tolerate sin – yet he does not love the sinner, and makes no effort to bring man to salvation.  A God who does not 
take justice seriously, as it is ultimately sacrificed to his capricious will.  And a God whose love is completely conditional 
and open to change. 
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My hope is that the contrast of this alternative would fuel a fire of worship in our lives as we see afresh how magnificent 
is our God, and how worthy of worship.  There is no one like Him.  Let it also move us with compassion for our Muslim 
friends.  If they are willing to worship such a God as that portrayed in the Qur’an, how much more could they love the true 
God if we were only able to communicate His grace to them, and how different the impact on their lives.  Let us not hold 
back from sharing what we have freely received!
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Understanding and Reaching Muslims 
© Dr. Andy Bannister / RZIM Canada 2012

I have Muslims to thank for my being an apologist! In the late 1990s, I was a youth worker working with young people 
in London, England. I’d never thought much about apologetics. I’d certainly never thought about Islam or Muslims. Then 
in 1997 I stumbled into a seminar on apologetics to Muslims at an event I was attending. The speaker led a ministry at a 
place called “Speakers’ Corner” in Hyde Park in London, where every Sunday he and several others stood on stepladders 
or boxes and preached to the hundreds of Muslims that were there. Fascinated, I tagged along a few weeks later to witness 
this ministry firsthand and was quickly drawn into conversations with Muslims. They asked questions—dozens of questions 
about my faith—for which I lacked answers. I went home that day with my head spinning and I began reading to find some 
answers. As I did so, I discovered some great writers: Ravi Zacharias, C. S. Lewis, Francis Schaeffer and Norman Geisler. 
And I discovered apologetics. I went back to Speakers’ Corner the next week with answers. But the Muslims had new 
questions! This pattern repeated itself and so, over the next three months, I learned apologetics and I learned about Islam.

What I discovered fascinated me so much that I eventually went to seminary and did a degree in theology and then a 
PhD in Islamic Studies, doing some detailed critical study of the Arabic text of the Qur’an. In 2010, I was hired by Ravi 
Zacharias International Ministries as their full-time apologist in Canada. God used very surprising ways—Muslims and their 
questions—to lead me into full-time apologetic ministry. 

Looking back on the last fifteen years or so that I’ve been studying Islam and sharing my faith with Muslims, one thing 
that strikes me is how attitudes in the church have changed. Back in the late 1990s, when people discovered that Islam was 
an interest of mine and that I spent a lot of time talking with Muslims, the common reaction was apathy. The conversation 
quickly moved on to other topics. People were not especially interested. Then something happened. 9/11 happened. And 
almost overnight, interest in Islam exploded, both in the church and in the wider culture. Since that fateful September 
morning, I have found that now when people discover I have a specialism in Islamic studies, the questions flow and fast and 
furious: “Is Islam a religion of peace or violence?” “Do Muslims and Christians worship the same God?” “How did Islam 
begin?” “What do Muslims actually believe?” 

Answering those questions takes time and patience. But it’s worth investing that time if we are going to effectively share 
Christ with our Muslim friends. You see, whatever we may think of Islam, one thing is clear: Muslims, as do all people, 
need Jesus. The more I have studied Islam the more my response to Islam has moved from fear, which to be honest was 
my initial reaction, to compassion. I began to understand how Islam, as a system, trapped people. Fear is the reaction of 
many Christians to Islam, and that’s understandable. But the problem is this: fear should not be the basis for evangelism. 
The basis for evangelism should be compassion. And the best way to generate compassion is to understand Islam itself—to 
understand the lostness of Muslims and the power of Christ and the gospel to reach, rescue and restore them. God loves 
Muslims and our task is to share and communicate that love effectively. I hope this short introduction to Islam will help you 
in that wonderful and great commission.

Islam and Communicating Cross-Culturally

One reason that people are nervous, or even afraid of Islam, is that the religion is growing rapidly here in Canada. According 
to the Pew Survey, in 2010 the Canadian Muslim community numbered 940,000—about 2.8% of the population. This is 
forecast to more than double, to over 2.5 million (or 6.6% of the population) by 2031.1 This raises all kinds of issues: from 
integration and community cohesion to politics and religion. For Christians, it means there will be an increasing need to 
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understand Islam, the challenges that it raises to the Gospel, and to begin thinking about how best to share the Gospel with 
Muslims we will increasingly encounter at work, in our neighborhoods, schools and colleges. 

Communicating with someone of a different faith and/or from a different culture can sometimes be a challenge. There’s 
an old story that illustrates this nicely. Deep in the Prairies, two farmers were sitting on a gate, watching the world go by, 
when a large, hideously expensive Mercedes, clearly a rental car, pulled up. The window rolled down and the driver who, 
judging by the pile of maps, was extremely lost, called out: “Vous parlez Français?” The two farmers looked blank and 
shrugged. The driver paused before trying a second time: “Sprechen Sie Deutsch?” Again, the farmers looked blank. The 
driver made one final attempt: “Parli Italiano?” Once again, nothing. Furious, the driver floored the throttle and roared off, 
Gallic curses drifting through the window. One farmer turned to another: “Here, Bob, now there’s all this globalization and 
multiculturalism, don’t you think we should learn a foreign language, to help the tourists, eh?” His friend chewed a blade of 
grass thoughtfully. “Nah. That chap knew three foreign languages. Didn’t do him any good.”

Too often when Christians speak to those of another faith (or indeed, those who are simply unchurched) we can 
come across as if we’re speaking another language. The aim of this short introduction to Islam is to help avoid 
this. My goal is to briefly survey Islam and its origins, what Muslims believe and why and to touch on some of 
the issues facing Muslims today. My hope is that when you encounter a Muslim you may be better prepared to 
understand, to listen, to pray and to find ways to share Jesus in a way that engages them.

Mutual Misconceptions and the Importance of Understanding

As we begin our brief look at Islam, it’s worth observing that interactions between Christians and Muslims are often 
marked by some common misconceptions. For some readers, this booklet may be the first time you have thought 
theologically, evangelistically and apologetically about Islam. Thus a great place to begin is by highlighting some 
common Christian misconceptions about Islam and conversely, some common Muslim misconceptions about 
Christianity.

The first misconception that many Christians have is the fear that all Muslims are extremists, or even potential 
terrorists. At worst, this fear can lead to hatred, but the more common response is that we simply ignore and try to 
avoid Muslims. As one lady just said to me: “I recently got onto a bus and found myself the only Christian — the 
other six passengers were Muslim women, wearing hijabs. I confess my initial reaction was to want to get off at 
the very next stop.”

Such reactions, unhelpful as they may be, are to some extent understandable, given the way that Islam is often 
reported in the media. There is a media bias in the way Islamic fundamentalism is reported. After all, when Islam 
makes the news, it is often because of some random act of Islamic terrorism or extremism, either here in Canada 
or elsewhere in the world. Rarely are the moderate voices in Islam reported. As Christians, we should at least 
recognise the issue of media bias. We know how frustrating it is that, so often, when Christianity is reported in 
the news, the story has a negative spin—a pastor who has fallen from grace, a televangelist embezzling funds, 
somebody whose views don’t reflect our own. It is equally frustrating for many ordinary Muslims. This is not 
to say there is not a serious problem with Islamic extremism — there is, and honesty is required. (More on this 
later) But we must also remember that most Muslims you will meet are likely to be warm, friendly people. They 
admittedly often manifest a degree of confidence in their faith that makes even the most ardent evangelical look 
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limp by comparison. This can also make Christians nervous at first. However, over the years I have had hundreds 
of wonderful conversations with Muslims about Jesus and the gospel. We need to push through the barrier of fear. 

A second misunderstanding that Christians sometimes have about Islam is misunderstanding how in Islam, politics 
and religion are intertwined. Because these categories have long been separated in Western culture, we find it hard 
to realise that for Muslims, the two belong together. The Qur’an and Islamic law embrace personal piety, family 
law, civil law, criminal law, politics and international relations. This can cause no end of confusion. For example, 
I’ve found myself beginning a conversation about prayer and five minutes in the conversation has shifted to the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. A category mistake? Not for my Muslim friend: for him, politics and religion are all 
one category. 

This issue can cause confusion for the Muslim as well. I have lost count of how many Muslims have said to me 
something like: “Christianity is a failed religion because of the corruption of the west.” “What do you mean?” 
I reply. My Muslim friend then points to violence, sexual immortality, drugs, teenage pregnancy—you name 
it. Why does he think those elements in western society are an argument against Christianity? Because, again, 
for a Muslim, religion, politics and culture are one category. Western society is “Christian”. These things occur. 
Therefore, Christianity must condone them. So goes the argument. The response is to gently help the Muslim 
raising this issue to see that countries cannot be Christian. Only people can be Christian and that Christians have 
as much concern with these things in our culture as Muslims do.

Hence, Christians do not have a monopoly on misconceptions. There are also some common misunderstandings 
that our Muslim friends have about Christianity. The two I encounter most are theological. Talk to Muslims 
frequently and it won’t be long before you come across one of these misconceptions. The first is the common 
Muslim belief that the Bible has been corrupted, changed at some point in its history, and thus cannot be trusted. 
This polemic is not found in the Qur’an but evolved in Islamic theology as Muslim theologians in the centuries 
after Muhammad began to discover the profound differences between the Qur’an and the Bible. They concluded 
that since the Qur’an was believed to be God’s final revelation, where the Bible contradicted the Qur’an it must 
be the Bible that is in error. This misconception lies behind many Muslim objections to Christian claims and 
teachings. There are numerous ways to respond, but it is essential as you talk with Muslims that you are ready for 
the objection and are able to explain why the Bible can and should be trusted.2

But there is a second misconception that many Muslims have concerning Christianity that looms larger and that’s 
the question of who Jesus is: Merely a man, a prophet, or the Son of God? Muslims would answer, “a prophet, a 
forerunner to Muhammad.” The most common Muslim objection to Christianity is that they believe Christians 
have made Jesus—a man—into God. The worst sin in Islam is shirk—associating something with God. That is 
what Muslims believe Christians have done. Yet most Muslims have little idea about what the Bible teaches on 
this matter and do not realise that the Christian understanding is based upon what Jesus did and taught and what 
the New Testament bears witness to. It is safe to say that the issue of Jesus’ identity and role is by far the biggest 
dividing topic in Christian-Muslim discussions. Jesus’ provocative question, “Who do you say that I am?” (Mk 
8:29) remains as potent today as it did in the first century.

These, then, are just a few of the areas that can cause confusion and misunderstanding when Christians and 
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Muslims talk with one another. What is the best way to overcome such barriers? The best way to overcome 
misinformation is with true information, with understanding. For Muslims, I believe, that can only come through 
helping them see the importance of reading the gospels and wrestling with the Jesus they meet there, not the Jesus 
of Islamic theology. For Christians, the best way to overcome misunderstandings is to dig a bit deeper into Islam. 
If we know a little about how Islam began, about Muhammad’s career, about Muslim belief and practice, it will 
make communicating with them somewhat easier.

The Beginnings of Islam: Muhammad and Pre-Islamic Arabia

Islam emerged into a world of empires with the Arabian Peninsula of the seventh century lying sandwiched 
between the giant Byzantine and Persian empires, that had been at war for years. The Arabian Peninsula lay 
outside of the action—a multi-ethnic and multi-religious backwater. Religiously very diverse, pre-Islamic Arabia 
was also largely an oral culture: storytelling and poetry were the primary ways that religious and cultural material 
was circulated.

Into this world Muhammad was born, sometime around AD570.3 He was born in Mecca, a minor trading centre 
and pilgrimage site, centred around the Kaa‘ba, the cube-shaped building that is now the focal point of Muslim 
worship (which was then used to host idols for a wide range of pagan deities.) 

Growing up, Muhammad worked first as a shepherd and then in the caravan trading business. At 25, he married his 
wealthy caravan-owning boss, Khadija, who bore him two sons and four daughters. Only the daughters survived, 
a pattern that would be repeated with his later wives: Muhammad’s failure to provide a male heir arguably led to 
a number of succession problems after his death.

Muhammad’s Prophetic Career

Muhammad had ascetic tendencies and as a young man would regularly retire to the desert for protracted periods 
of meditation. It was in AD610, on one such retreat that, according to Muslim tradition, the angel Gabriel appeared 
to him and revealed what is now chapter 96 of the Qur’an. Muhammad continued to receive revelations over the 
next twenty-three years and these were, according to Muslim belief, collected together as the Qur’an.

There were two distinct phases to Muhammad’s twenty-three year prophetic career. The first was in Mecca where, 
from 610-622, he began his ministry, claiming to be like the biblical prophets, sent only to the Arabs. His message 
was threefold: monotheism, social justice and warning of the punishments in hell for those who refused to listen. 
Although he gained a few converts, opposition quickly grew and outright persecution ensued. It became so bad 
that Muhammad and his followers had to flee for their lives. So, in AD622 those early Muslims migrated north to 
the city of Medina; a date that marks the start of the Muslim calendar.

The second phase to Muhammad’s career, the years 622-632 he spent at Medina, are extremely important if we are 
to understand why Islam today looks the way it does. It was at Medina that Muhammad made the transition from 
prophet to statesman. There, he gained control of the city and a shift in the character of his revelations occurred. 
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Muhammad now claimed that God was revealing to him laws for a new nation with him at its head. This had a 
number of implications: For example, it is at Medina that we see the beginnings of jihad or holy war, as a number 
of verses in the Qur’an allowed for, at first the defensive and then later, the offensive use of battle to further the 
Muslim cause. Following a number of military interactions with the Meccans, Muhammad finally conquered his 
home city in 630AD. He spent the last two years bringing the remaining Arab clans in the region under his control 
before he died in AD632.

Lessons from History

This background is vitally important for several reasons. First, for Muslims, the Qur’an is deeply bound up with 
Muhammad’s life. For Sunni Muslims in particular,4 the Qur’an is to be read through the filter of Muhammad’s 
life. It is by knowing when a verse was revealed and what Muhammad was doing at that time that we can interpret 
it today. Second, for Muslims of all varieties, although Muhammad was only a man—a prophet—a “warner”—he 
is still the supreme example of humankind, whose example is to be studied and emulated. Furthermore, the origins 
of Islam set up a number of themes that resonate down the centuries to the Islam we see today, for example:

• Although Muhammad claimed to be a prophet in the same line as those of the Jews and Christians, in the 
end he preached a supersessionism. Islam had not merely come to complement these former faiths, it had 
come to replace them.

• Muhammad demonstrably moved from a model of non-confrontation in his Meccan ministry to a 
willingness to use force to impose his ideas in the later part of his ministry. For example, in chapter 9 of 
the Qur’an, both pagan Arabs and Jews and Christians are explicitly mentioned as being objects of the 
sword if they do not accept the rule of Islam over them.

These are both live issues today: The question of how Islam relates to other faiths and the question of Islam and 
violence. The seeds for all these and other contemporary issues were sown in the Islam’s very origins.

Muslim Belief and Practice

From this brief survey of Islam’s origins and some of the ways that history has impacted Islam today, we turn 
now to explore and comment on Islam’s core beliefs and the differences between them and those of Christianity. 
According to the traditional understanding, Muslims must belief in five (or possibly six) things.

However, before we examine these, it is worth noting that for most Muslims, belief comes second (albeit a close 
second) to practice. You may have heard of the well-known “five pillars” of Islam: the creed, prayer, fasting, 
charitable giving and pilgrimage to Mecca. These define Islam and shape the lives of religiously active Muslims. 
Indeed, one can perhaps sum up the differences between Islam and Christianity by noting that Christianity 
consists of complex beliefs with simple practices while Islam reverses this—simple beliefs and complex practices. 
However, beliefs are still important. It is particularly through its beliefs that we can explore Islam’s relationship 
to Christianity. What we’ll find as we progress is a pattern: common terminology but different content. Islam uses 
the same words as Christians but means very different things by them.
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Belief in God (Allah)

Like Christians, Muslims believe in one God. The best way to understand the Muslim concept of God is simply 
by turning to the Qur’ān. Sura (chapter) 112 of the Qur’ān reads as follows:

Say: He is Allah, the One and Only; 
Allah, the Eternal, Absolute; 
He begetteth not, nor is He begotten; 
And there is none like unto Him. 

You can immediately see the key idea repeated multiple times: Allah (the name the Qur’an uses for God) is 
absolutely, indivisibly one. Early Muslim theologians developed the term tawḥīd for this doctrine—Allah’s 
absolute oneness. This emphasis on the absolute oneness of Allah leads Muslims to fundamentally misunderstand 
the Christian concept of the Trinity, leading Muslims to simply consider Christians as being polytheists. 

Along with being absolutely, indivisibly one, Muslims also believe that Allah is transcendent, all-powerful and 
all knowing. The Qur’an repeatedly emphasises Allah’s power and that arguably Allah’s key attribute is his Will. 

As we have seen, one of the common mistakes Christians can make in approaching Islam is to assume that 
because the same terminology is used—“god”, “scripture”, “prophet”, “revelation”—that Muslims mean the 
same thing by each term that we do. This is not the case. For example, “faith” itself functions quite differently in 
Islam. Faith in God for many Muslims is more like mental acceptance of the fact of His existence and lordship, 
and especially of a particular concept of His oneness. Allah is transcendent and non-personal, revealing only His 
will. Consequently, the emphasis of a Muslim’s relationship with God is one of obedience like that of a slave to a 
master rather than a personal, close relationship. 

Belief in Angels

Angels form a core part of the Islamic belief system—far more so than in Christianity. It is angels who brought 
revelation (e.g. the Qur’an) down from heaven to the prophets—angels who, according to Islamic tradition, watch 
over our every deed, with two “recording angels” perched, one on each shoulder, documenting everything you do. 
Thus, angels and the angelic realm are an important, everyday reality for the faithful Muslim. In one sense, this 
stress on the role of angels in Islam flows from beliefs about Allah: because Allah is so high, so transcendent, so 
remote, it is angels who interact with the earthly realm and, for the lowly Muslim believer, form his or her point 
of contact with the spiritual realm.5

Belief in Scripture

Muslims believe that Allah has revealed his will to human beings by sending books with his prophets and, indeed, 
that every prophet brought a book or written revelation. Not all have survived, however the Qur’an does speak 
of the Taurat (of Moses), the Zabur (Psalms, of David), the Injil (Gospel, with Jesus) and, of course, the Qur’an, 
Allah’s final revelation that was sent to Muhammad. Although the Qur’an mentions and speaks positively of 
the former scriptures, most Muslims believe that they have been corrupted and that only the Qur’an has been 
perfectly preserved.
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There are further differences in the way that belief in Scripture operates for Islam than it does for us as Christians. 
First, Christians would affirm that the Bible contains multiple-genres: history, poetry, parable, song, psalm and 
prophecy. Muslims, on the other hand, believe that Scripture only consists of the first-person speech of Allah 
himself and exhibit great confusion when faced with the way the Bible looks. Second, Muslims understand that 
Scripture consists of Allah revealing his Will and his commands to his people whereas Christians would recognise 
this as just one function: the Bible is also about God revealing something of himself and his character. Third, 
Muslims consider Scripture to be, quite literally, the very Word of Allah (at least the Qur’an in its Arabic form), 
thereby treating the physical book with such reverence. One Muslim author has helpfully pointed out that the 
equivalent of the Qur’an in Christianity is not the Bible, but is actually Jesus … 

The Word of God in Islam is the Qur’an; in Christianity it is Christ … The form of the Qur’an is the Arabic 
language which religiously speaking is as inseparable from the Qur’an as the body of Christ is from Christ 
Himself.6

In Christianity, the Word of God became a man. In Islam, the Word of God became a book.

Belief in Prophets

Like Christians, Muslims also believe that God has sent messengers—prophets—to mankind. But there the 
similarity ends. For example, traditional Islamic belief is that prophets are sinless, protected by Allah from any 
wrongdoing. This is why Muslims have a very difficult time with the stories in the Bible such as David’s sin 
with Bathsheba. Furthermore, most Muslims believe that every people have been sent a prophet: one commonly 
accepted number for the total number of prophets sent is 124,000. There is a line of prophet-hood beginning with 
Adam, the first prophet, and ending with Muhammad, the last—and seal of the line of prophets. Among these—
and mentioned in the Qur’an—are many biblical prophets, although often with Arabized names: e.g. Abraham, 
Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, David and Jesus.

Belief in the Day of Judgement

Again, like Christians, Muslims believe that at the end of time, God will wrap up history, those who have died 
will be raised, and all will face judgement. It is important to understand the major role that the Day of Judgement 
plays in the Islamic worldview. For many Muslims, judgement is an ever looming reality and most are terrified 
about the prospect of being found wanting on that day. 

All Muslims would hold to these five beliefs. Some other Muslims add further beliefs as being central to Muslim 
identity: the most common additional belief is an extreme view of predestination—the belief that Allah has 
ordained and determined everything and that everything that happens does so by the will of God—inshallah. 
Muslims have traditionally had a very difficult time reconciling human freedom and God’s sovereignty because 
whereas the Bible tends to hold the two in tension the Qur’an tends to emphasize Allah’s will at the expense of 
human freedom — and many Muslim cultures are shot-through with fatalism.
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Issues Facing Islam Today

We have looked at the origins of Islam and the career of Muhammad. We’ve also briefly dipped into Muslim 
theology and seen how the core beliefs of Islam differ in significant ways from those of Christianity. Let’s bring 
our brief survey of Islam right up to date by highlighting some contemporary issues and challenges facing Islam 
today—especially Islam in the West and the Muslims that you will likely meet here in Canada.

The first is the issue of “moderation” versus “radicalism”. You can hardly open a newspaper or turn on a news 
bulletin today without seeing the words “Islam” and “terrorism” conjoined. This resurgent Islamic radicalism 
that is currently rearing its head challenges Muslim and non-Muslim alike with the question: Will the Islam of 
the twenty-first century be dominated by the voices of radicalism or the moderation? To discuss the roots and 
ideology of Islamic radicalism in detail would require a whole other book. Suffice to say that here in the West, 
if one was going to paint with broad brush strokes it would probably be fair to say that 15% of Muslims would 
be at the more radical end of the scale, 15% very moderate and, crucially, 70% in the middle who are swayed by 
whichever voices are the loudest and the issues that are currently effecting the broader Muslim community. Whilst 
the Qur’an contains verses that can be appealed to by both moderate and radical, the problem for the moderates 
is that more of the text (and the history of Islam) supports the radical position—meaning that moderate Islam still 
has much work to do.

Related to the issue of radicalism vs. moderation is a second question: the question of authority. Who speaks for 
Muslims and to whom should Muslims turn for advice and guidance? This question unpacks itself on a number 
of levels. On a national level, western governments have long struggled with the question of who to speak to 
in order to hear the voice of the Muslim community. At a local-community level, many mosques in Canada are 
traditionally run by the older generation, with elders—often first or second-generation immigrants—holding the 
reigns of power and resisting change and modernisation. However, an increasing number of young Muslims—and 
to an extent, women—are protesting that these mosque committees don’t represent them and their concerns nor 
are they helping Muslims with the challenge of living in the modern world.7

Which leads to our third issue facing Islam today: the challenge for Muslims reconciling their faith with the 
pressures of living in the modern world. Across Western Europe and North America, Muslims find themselves 
living as minority communities in pluralistic, usually largely secular societies. Yet the traditional sources of 
authority—the Qur’an, the Hadith, Islamic law (Shariah)—all assume that Muslims will be living in states that 
are run along Muslim lines. As Zaki Badawi puts it, classical Muslim theology is: 

… a theology of the majority. Being a minority was not seriously considered or even contemplated…
Muslim theology offers, up to the present, no systematic formulation of the status of being in a minority.8

Thus Muslims have a problem: where do you go as a Muslim for theological, legal and practical resources to help 
you decide how to live out your faith? For Muslims, however, aside from Muhammad’s beginnings in Mecca, 
Islam has always traditionally been in power. Look at the rapid spread of the Muslim Empire in its first 300 years. 
It’s hard to be a Muslim in contemporary secular Canada, with temptations and challenges around every corner. 
This is an area that opens up some very fruitful areas for conversation, because, of course, Christians also feel the 
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challenges of the modern world, especially as it pertains to living as a minority. Christians, however, can simply 
turn to the pages of the New Testament to find good resources and rich theological thinking on how to live as a 
minority. The early church began as a minority religious group and the first Christians had to think through what 
that meant for how they responded to culture. Perhaps we can reflect on their example and use it as a starting point 
for conversations with Muslims we may meet.

Engaging in Evangelism and Dialogue

All of which brings me to one final subject. Equipped with a basic understanding of Islam, with compassion for 
our Muslim friends, with a desire to reach Muslims for Christ, how do we do this? How do we engage the Muslim 
in evangelism and dialogue, in conversation and witness? There are seven principles that I have found to be very 
helpful over the years as I’ve tried to interact with Muslims, to answer their questions, and to demonstrate and 
proclaim Christ’s love to them.

The first principle is simply this: go where Muslims are. If you want to share Christ with Muslims, you need to talk 
to Muslims. Living and working as we do in a multi-cultural society like Canada, meeting Muslims is not difficult. 
So if you have Muslim neighbors, try to find an opportunity to introduce yourself. Make friends with Muslims at 
work. Take every opportunity you can.

Second, we must remember the importance of friendship. Evangelism works best while building authentic long-
term relationships, not performing hit-and-run operations with the gospel. And this is especially important when 
it comes to Muslim colleagues or neighbors. For a whole range of reasons, Muslims can often be very suspicious 
of Christianity and long and ancient prejudices may need to be broken down. Hospitality is an important virtue in 
Muslim cultures and is a great way of building deep friendships. Try inviting a Muslim neighbor over for coffee, 
or offering to buy a Muslim colleague or classmate lunch. It is also in the context of longer-term friendships that 
Muslims can see the gospel lived out, seeing and hearing the difference that a relationship with Jesus makes. 

Third, we must break free of the fear factor. Many Christians don’t get involved in sharing their faith with 
Muslims quite simply because of fear. Either fear of Islam itself (perhaps because of all those terrible news reports 
about Islam being violent), or in countries like Canada, fear of causing offense—saying or doing the wrong thing. 
I have to say that this fear is often more in the mind of the Christian than of the Muslim. Whatever the cause, it is 
vital to overcome it. Fear is arguably the biggest obstacle holding Christians back from all evangelism! 

Next, we must be honest about the differences between Islam and Christianity. Whilst friendship is important, 
it is also vital to stress that Christians should not play down the many and major differences between Islam and 
Christianity. It may be tempting to not speak of those things or areas that separate us, but avoiding or dismissing 
them is actually far more likely to cause damage. Instead, why not use them as a rich area of conversation? As you 
befriend Muslims, ask questions about what they believe and don’t be afraid to say something like: “That’s really 
interesting. We believe something a little different as Christians.” You can then use that difference to highlight an 
aspect of the gospel.

Fifth, as you learn more about Islam (which I hope this little book will inspire you to), you may read or discover 
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things that raise profound questions for you.  You may find that some of the violent passages in the Qur’an can be 
quite disturbing when you first encounter them. We should not be afraid of raising such issues with our Muslim 
friends, indeed avoiding them does our friend no favours. Such questions can be asked—indeed we have a duty 
to ask them, because many Muslims have never heard or faced tough questions about what they believe. This can 
be done without denigration. One does not need to deliberately insult Muhammad or the Qur’an in order to raise 
a question, especially if one asks in the context of a friendship and with an openness to also allowing our Muslim 
friends to ask the questions they may have about Jesus or the Bible. Learn to ask good questions; this was the heart 
of Jesus’ own apologetic methods (just read the gospels and see how many times Jesus asks somebody a question). 

I suspect that one of the reasons Christians are sometimes afraid to get to know Muslims or to ask difficult 
questions is that our culture tends to shy away from disagreement. So this leads to my sixth and penultimate 
point — don’t be afraid of disagreement. Westerners tend to see debate or even argument as a bad thing, whereas 
for a Middle Easterner, debate is seen as a good, healthy thing. Indeed, shying away from confrontation is not 
a Christian virtue, but is more a Western cultural artefact, especially in Canada where the mantra is “tolerance, 
tolerance, tolerance”. Ironically, of course, to tolerate something you first need to understand it. Pretending that 
all religions are the same and avoiding contentious points is not tolerance, but ignorance. If you read the New 
Testament carefully, especially the Gospels and Acts, you quickly discover that healthy debate and discussion was 
the way of the early church. For example, Jesus and Paul, to name but two, were not afraid of disagreements and 
even heated arguments. Perhaps we need to learn from their example.

Finally, one last, and critically important principle. Keep centred on Jesus. At the end of day, sharing your faith with 
a Muslim friend, neighbor or work colleague is not ultimately about winning an argument but about introducing 
them to Jesus. It is when they encounter Jesus for the first time and grasp who he really is—not the distorted 
picture the Qur’an paints of him—that they will take spiritual steps forward. Therefore, I would recommend when 
talking with a Muslim that one always brings the conversation back to Jesus. Whether it is a comparison of him 
and Muhammad on different points, or talking about what he has done in your life, or what he was like, or what 
the Bible says about him—keep it Jesus focussed. 

In Conclusion

We have only been able to give the briefest of overviews of Islam. But nevertheless, I hope that it has opened 
your mind, given you food for thought, and just a glimpse into the huge edifice that is Islam. It is important to 
understand where Islam has come from and the historical events and forces that still shape it today. It is vital to 
recognise that all Muslims are not the same, that Islam is not a monolith. It’s also exceedingly helpful to grasp that 
whilst Muslims and Christians may use the same words at times, they do not necessarily mean the same thing. Let 
us not forget as we reflect that Islam, as well as Christianity for that matter, both face challenges and questions 
in the twenty-first century to which thoughtful Muslims seek to respond and find answers for. Recognising all of 
this helps overcoming misunderstanding and false assumptions and helps clear the ground for planting the seeds 
of the Gospel.

Muslims are growing in number here in Canada. Some Christians see that as something to be worried about 
and I certainly share some of that concern. But it also excites me, for two reasons. First, it’s an unprecedented 
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opportunity to reach Muslims with the gospel. There was once a time when if you wanted to share Christ with 
a Muslim you had to go to the Muslim world. Now the Muslim world has come to us. What a tremendous 
opportunity! And, second, I believe the number of Muslims here in the west is God’s wake-up call to the church. 
Sometimes we have not been as diligent or as faithful in missions and evangelism as we might. Well, now we 
have one less excuse—Muslims are in our neighborhoods, our workplaces, our schools and universities. What 
more incentive do we need to reach them with the gospel? After all, the best response to radical Islam is radical 
Christianity.

I hope and pray that some of you reading this booklet will be inspired to get involved in reaching Muslims—that 
you will begin reading more deeply and that you will begin praying for God to give you opportunities to befriend, 
talk and discuss with Muslims.9 Get involved in sharing the love of Christ with them.10 God has a heart for the 
Muslim people. Jesus died for our Muslim friends. They need to hear that message, presented with credibility, 
clarity, conviction and passion. As Jesus said: “Go and make disciples of all nations” (Matt 28:19). In twenty-first 
century, multi-cultural Canada, the nations have come here. Let’s ensure that as well as welcoming them to our 
land, we introduce them to our Lord.
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Muslims: Their Religious Beliefs and Practices (London: Routledge, 2005) 77-78, 88, 121-148. 
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Baker, 1993) 8; cf. Seyyid Hossein Nasr, The Heart of Islam: Enduring Values for Humanity (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 
2002) 22-23 where Nasr also describes the Qur’ān  as “the central theophany of Islam.”; cf. William Cantwell Smith, What Is 
Scripture? A Comparative Approach (London: SCM, 1993) 47: ‘[The] Qur’an  is to Muslims what Christ is to Christians … 
[Muslims] relationship to [God] is (iman) is mediated through the Qur’an. For them, this scripture is stands uncreated, eternal. The 
Word of God is eternal, is an attribute of God himself …’ See also Norman Daniel, Islam and the West: The Making of an Image, 
Rev. Ed. (Oxford: Oneworld, 1997) 53

7 A helpful book on the perspectives of young Muslims living in the west is Philip Lewis, Young, British and Muslim (London: 
Continuum, 2007).

8 Zaki Badawi, Islam in Britain (London: Ta-Ha Publishers, 1981) 7.
9 Some introductory books include Peter G. Riddell and Peter Cotterell, Islam in Context (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2003); Geisler and Saleeb, 

Answering; Rippin, Muslims; and Nick Chatrath, Reaching Muslims: A One-Stop Guide for Christians (Oxford: Monarch, 2011).
10 The Canadian Network of Ministry to Muslims (http://www.cnmm.ca/) can help you find other people in your area interested in 

reaching Muslims for Christ.
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